Basic
Morphology

Intro to Anglo-Saxon based morphology

1.0
Linguistics
Intro

T. hand-out Table of Contents page for each student. Direct them to glue
the page into the first page of their notebook.
T. models on whiteboard, students write in notebook.
On the second page of your notebook write Spelling Rules. What are we
writing? (Spelling Rules)
Spell after me, S-p-e-l-l (S-p-e-l-l), i-n-g (i-n-g), R-u-l-e-s (R-u-l-e-s)
Underline it.
Spelling Rules

As we work together, I am going to have you respond chorally, spell
aloud, talk with a partner, and record our ideas and some spelling rules in
your notebook.
Go to the third page of your notebook. American English comes from
England. Over the past two thousand years, England has adopted
spellings and words from the languages of other people.
Copycat me. T. draws a sketch of England and Germany with an arrow.
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Copycat me to draw a quick sketch of England and Germany. Draw an
arrow from Germany to England.
Check your partner.
T. point to Germany.
Common words for everyday things are often from the language of the
Germanic invaders, called Anglo-Saxons.
Let’s list a couple Anglo-Saxon based words: home. Repeat. (home)
Spell after me h-o-m-e (h-o-m-e).
What word? (home)
Friend. Repeat. (friend)
Spell after me f-r-i (f-r-i) e-n-d (e-n-d). What word? (friend)

English also adopted many words from Latin which came to England
from Roman invaders.
Copycat me. T. draws a sketch of Italy with an arrow to England.
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English words that are Latin based are often academic words.
Draw an arrow from the Latin layer.
Let’s list a couple Latin based words: gratitude. Repeat. (gratitude)
Spell after me g-r-a-t (g-r-a-t) i-t (i-t) u-d-e (t-u-d-e).
Benefit. Repeat. (benefit)
Spell after me b-e-n-e (b-e-n-e) f-i-t (f-i-t). What word? (benefit)

English also adopted many words from Greek which came to England
from Greece.
Copycat me. T. draws a sketch of Greece with an arrow to England.

Many scientific and mathematical words have come from Greek.
Draw an arrow from the Greek layer.
Let’s list a couple Greek based words: geometry. Repeat. (geometry)
Spell after me g-e-o (g-e-o) m-e-t-r-y (m-e-t-r-y) .
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Biology. Repeat. (biology)
Spell after me b-i-o (b-i-o) l-o-g-y (l-o-g-y). What word? (biology)

First, we are going to learn more about words that are Anglo-Saxon
based.
Are Anglo-Saxon based words common or academic? (common)
They can be single syllable or multisyllabic.
Multisyllabic words are often formed from morphemes.
Say morphemes. (morphemes)
A morpheme is the smallest unit of language with meaning.
Let’s add that information to our notes. Spell after me, m-o-r (m-o-r) p-h-e(p-h-e-) m-e-s (m-e-s). What word? (morphemes).
Go to the next blank page in your notebook. Copycat me. Words are made
up of smaller parts called: prefixes, bases, and suffixes. These are
all morphemes.
A base is the main word we are changing. It’s meaning changes when we
add prefixes and suffixes.

Prefixes are in front of a base. Let’s add that to our notes.
Say prefix (prefix) plus base. Repeat. (prefix plus base)
Spell after me, p-r-e (p-r-e) f-i-x (f-i-x) plus (write +) b-a-s-e (b-a-s-e)
And suffixes are after a base.
Say plus suffix (plus suffix). Spell after me, plus (write +) s-u-f-f-i-x (s-u-f-f-i-x)
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Morphemes = units of meaning
Prefix + Base + Suffix
re + print + ed

Let’s write an example. Spell after me, ‘r-e’ (r-e) plus (write +) (+)
p-r-i-n-t (p-r-i-n-t) plus (+), ‘e-d’ (e-d), it means to print again (before/in the
past).
Every prefix, base and suffix carry meaning. What do prefixes,

suffixes, and bases carry? (meaning)
We are going to learn about many Anglo-Saxon prefixes and

suffixes, and some Latin ones too. These can be attached to bases of
any origin.
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cBasic
Morphology

-s/-es = more than one (noun), happens now (verb)

1.1a
Intro

dogs, girls,
boxes, cries,
friends, flies

T. forms partners, assign roles (A/B). T. models on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘s’ is a suffix. Repeat. (s is a suffix)
With some words it is spelled ‘e-s’.

A suffix is a morpheme attached to the end of a base.
Where are suffixes attached? (to the end of a base)
Suffixes are only word parts, so you will spell them out.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write the lesson number: 1.1. What are you writing?
(1.1)

1.1
T-Chart

Go to the left side page.
Copycat me. Draw a T-chart.

1.1
Label the first column suffix. What word? (suffix)
Spell after me, s-u-f (s-u-f) f-i-x (f-i-x).
What word? (suffix)
Label the second column with an X.
suffix

X
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Pencils down.
T. write dogs outside T-chart.
suffix

X

dogs

This word is dogs. Repeat. (dogs)
Let’s decide if ‘s’ is a suffix in dogs.
T. cover -s in dogs.
If I remove ‘s’ what is left? (dog)
Is this a base you know? (yes)
Then ‘s’ is a suffix in dogs.
Write dogs in the suffix column. What word? (dogs)
Spell after me, d-o-g-s (dogs)
What word? (dogs)

suffix

X

dogs

Pencils down.
T. write bus outside T-Chart.

suffix
dogs

X

bus

This word is bus. Repeat. (bus)
T. cover –s in bus.
If I remove ‘s’ what is left? (bu, allow short or long u)
Is this a base you know? (no)
Then ‘s’ is not a suffix in bus.
Write bus in the X column. What word? (bus)
Spell after me, b-u-s. (b-u-s)
What word? (bus)
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suffix

X

dogs

bus

Pencils down.
T. write yes outside T-chart.
X

suffix
dogs

bus

yes

This word is yes. Repeat. (yes)
Remember, ‘e-s’ is another way to spell this suffix. Let’s check if ‘e-s’ is a suffix
in yes.
T. cover –es in yes.
If I remove ‘s’ what is left? (y)
Is this a base you know? (no)
Then ‘es’ is not a suffix in yes.
Write yes in the X column. What word? (yes)
Spell after me, y-e-s (y-e-s)
What word? (yes)

suffix
dogs

X
bus
yes

Pencils down.
T. write eats outside T-Chart.
suffix
dogs

X
bus
yes

eats

This word is eats. Repeat. (eats)
T. cover –s in eats.
If I remove ‘s’ from eats, what is left? (eat)
Is this a base you know? (yes)
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Then is ‘s’ a suffix in eats? (yes)
Write eats in the suffix column. What word? (eats)
Spell after me, e-a-t-s. (e-a-t-s)
What word? (eats)

suffix
dogs
eats

X
bus
yes

Pencils down.
T. write boxes outside T-Chart.
suffix
dogs
eats

X
bus
yes

boxes

This word is boxes. Repeat. (boxes)
T. cover -es.
If I remove ‘e-s’ what is left? (box)
Is this a base you know? (yes)
Then is ‘e-s’ a suffix in boxes? (yes)
Write boxes in the suffix column. What word? (boxes)
Spell after me, b-o-x (b-o-x) e-s (e-s)
What word? (boxes)
)
suffix
dogs
eats
boxes

Word
Sums

X
bus
yes

Teacher models on whiteboard, students write in notebook on page opposite T-Chart page for this
suffix.

The suffix ‘s’ can be added to nouns (person/place/or thing).
Where is ‘s’ added? (nouns)
When added to nouns, the suffix ‘s’ means more than one.
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What does ‘s’ mean when added to a noun? (more than one)
For example: More than one hat is hats. More than one bug is bugs.
Go to the top of the right side page. Copycat me.
T. write -s /–es = more than one (nouns)
-s /–es = more than one (noun)

1.1
T. point to hyphens.
The hyphen lets you know something comes before.
The suffix ‘s’ can also be added to verbs (action word).
Where can ‘s’ also be added? (verbs)
When added to verbs, the suffix ‘s’ relates to tense, or time, and means
happens now.
What does ‘s’ mean when added to a verb? (happens now)
For example: runs means to run now.
Let’s add to our definition. Copycat me.
T. write: happens now (verbs)
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-s /–es = more than one (noun); happens now (verb)

This next activity is called Word Sums. Remember you do Word Sum work on the
right side page.
Copycat me. Draw a 4-column chart on the right side page.
-s /–es = more than one (noun);
happens now (verb)

1.1
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T. use echo spelling to lead students in labeling columns.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

T. point to base. Remember, the base is the main word you are changing.
T. point to prefix. The prefix is the part, or morpheme, you add before the base.
T. point to suffix. The suffix is the part, or morpheme, you add after the base.
T. point to sum. The sum is the new word you create when you add everything up.
Let’s try some words.
First word, is cries, for example: The baby cries when she is hungry.
What word? (cries)
There isn’t a prefix in cries, so leave that column blank.
The word is cries. What’s the base? (cry)
Write cry in the base column.
Spell after me, c-r-y (c-r-y).
What word? (cry)
Box

it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

cry

The word is cries.
Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (s--*if needed explain that even though the sound is /z/ it is spelled ‘s’)
Write ‘s’ in the suffix column. (s)
Circle it.
prefix

base

suffix

cry

s

sum
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There are a lot of words that you have to change when you add a suffix.
We’re going to learn a spelling rule about changing bases.
Copycat me.
T. drag finger under cry.
When the base ends in ‘consonant-y’. Repeat. (when the base ends in consonant-y)
T. point to s.
and you are adding the suffix ‘s’, (and you are adding the suffix ‘s’)
T. slash ‘y’ in cry then write ‘i’.
you must change the ‘y’ to ‘i’, (you must change the ‘y’ to ‘i’)
T. write ‘e’
and add ‘e’ to the ‘s’. (and add ‘e’ to the ‘s’)
prefix

base
i
cry

sum

suffix
e

s

Copycat me to add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
T. touch cry.
cry with i,
T. write +.
plus
T. touch ‘es’
‘e-s’
T. write = cries
equals cries.
prefix

base
i
cry

suffix

+e

s

sum

= cries

T. point to cries.
What does cries mean? (cry now)
Let’s use cries in a sentence. I’ll go first.
The toddler cries when he hurts himself.
Your turn, think of a sentence using cries.
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T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
Let’s try another word.
The word is flies. For example, High in the sky, the bird flies.
What word? (flies)
There is not a prefix in the word flies.
So leave that column blank.
What’s the base in flies? (fly)
Write fly the base column.
Spell after me, f-l-y (f-l-y).
What word? (fly)
Box

it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

fly

Is there a suffix in the word flies? (yes)
Spell it. (s)
Write ‘s’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.

prefix

base
fly

suffix

sum

s

We need to check our base and suffix.
T. point to fly.
Does the base end in ‘consonant -y’? (yes)
Copycat me.
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T. drag finger under base.
When the base ends in ‘consonant-y’. Repeat. (when the base ends in consonant-y)
T. point to suffix.
and you are adding the suffix ‘s’, (and you are adding the suffix ‘s’)
T. slash ‘y’ in fly, write ‘i’ on connecting line.
you must change ‘y’ to ‘i’, (you must change ‘y’ to ‘i’)
T. write ‘e’ on connecting line.
and add ‘e-s’. (and add ‘es’)
prefix

base

suffix

i
fly

sum

s

e

Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch fly.
fly with ‘i’,
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch ‘es’.
‘e-s’,
T. write = flies.
equals flies.
prefix

base
i
fly

suffix

+

e

s

sum

= flies

T. point to flies.
What does flies mean? (more than one fly, or fly now)
Let’s use flies in a sentence. I’ll go first.
There were many flies near the pond.
Your turn, think of a sentence using flies.
T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.
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Basic
Morphology

-s/-es = more than one (noun), happens now (verb)

washes,
families,
boys, benches

1.1b

Changing Base Rule : y i + es

More Word
Sums

Teacher models on whiteboard, students write in notebook on page opposite T-Chart
page for this suffix.
Remember, we learned that the suffix ‘s’ means more than one when added to a

noun and happens now when added to a verb.
We are going to add some words to your four column chart.
First word, is washes, for example: The boy washes the dog.
What word? (washes)
There isn’t a prefix in washes, so leave that column blank.
The word is washes. What’s the base? (wash)
Write wash in the base column.
Spell after me, w-a-s-h (w-a-s-h).
What word? (wash)
Box

it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

wash

The word is washes.
Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (e-s --*if needed, explicitly demonstrate that you can hear the ‘es’ in /wash⋅ Iz/)
Write ‘e-s’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

base

suffix

wash

es

sum
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We need to check for a changing base.
T. point to wash.
Does the base end in ‘consonant -y’? (no)
Then we won’t change this base.
Let’s write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch wash.
wash,
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch -es.
‘e-s’
T. write = washes
equals washes.
prefix

base
wash

suffix

+

sum

es

= washes

T. point to washes.
What does washes mean? (wash now)
Let’s use washes in a sentence. I’ll go first.
The man washes the dishes every night after dinner.
Your turn, think of a sentence using washes.
T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
Let’s try another word.
The word is families, for example: There are ten families that live in our
neighborhood.
What word? (families)
There is not a prefix in the word families.
So leave that column blank.
What’s the base in families? (family)
Write family in the base column.
Spell after me, f-a-m (f-a-m) i-l-y (i-l-y).
What word? (family)
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Box

it.
prefix

base

sum

suffix

family

Is there a suffix in the word families? (yes)
Spell it. (s--*if needed, explain that the sound of the suffix is /z/, but it is spelled ‘s’)
Write ‘s’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

base

sum

suffix

family

s

We need to check our base and suffix.
T. point to family.
Does the base end in ‘consonant -y’? (yes)
Copycat me.
T. drag finger under base.
When the base ends in ‘consonant-y’. Repeat. (when the base ends in consonant-y)
T. point to suffix.
and you are adding the suffix ‘s’, (and you are adding the suffix ‘s’)
T. slash ‘y’ in family, write ‘i’ on connecting line.
you must change ‘y’ to ‘i’, (you must change ‘y’ to ‘i’)
T. write ‘e’ on connecting line.
and add ‘e’ to the s’. (and add ‘es’)
prefix

base
i
family

suffix
e

sum

s

Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch family.
family with ‘i’,
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch ‘es’.
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‘e-s’,
T. write = families.
equals families.
prefix

base
i
family

suffix

+

sum

s

e

= families

T. point to families.
What does families mean? (more than one family)
Let’s use families in a sentence. I’ll go first.
Many families enjoy going to the aquarium.
Your turn, think of a sentence using families.
T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.
Let’s try another word.
The word is boys. For example: The boys ran around the park.
What word? (boys)
Is there a prefix in the word boys? (no)
What’s the base in boys? (boy)
Write boy in the base column. Spell after me, b-o-y (b-o-y).
What word? (boy)
Box

it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

boy

Is there a suffix in the word boys? (yes)
Spell it. (s)
Write ‘s’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

base
boy

suffix

sum

s

We need to check the base and suffix.
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T. point to boy.
Does the base end in ‘consonant -y’? (no)
Then we won’t change this base.
Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch boy.
boy,
T. touch ‘s’.
plus ‘s’,
T. write = boys
equals boys.
prefix

base
boy

suffix

+

sum

s

= boys

T. point to boys.
What does the boys mean? (more than one boy)
Let’s use boys in a sentence. I’ll go first.
Twelve boys tried out for the soccer team.
Your turn, think of a sentence using boys.
T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.

Let’s try another word.
The word is benches. For example: The people sat on the benches.
What word? (benches)
There isn’t a prefix, so leave that column blank.
What’s the base in benches? (bench)
Write bench in the base column.
Spell after me, b-e-n-c-h (b-e-n-c-h).
What word? (bench)
Box

it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

bench
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Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (e-s ** if needed, help students notice that they can ‘hear’ the –es spelling /Iz/)
Write ‘e-s’ in the

suffix column. (e-s)

Circle it.
prefix

base

suffix

bench

es

sum

We need to check our base and suffix.
T. point to bench.
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Then we won’t change this base.
Copycat me to add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
T. touch bench.
bench,
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch -es.
‘e-s’,
T. write = benches.
equals benches.
prefix

base
bench

sum

suffix

+

es

=

benches

T. point to ‘benches ’.
What does benches mean? (more than one bench)
**T: benches can also be a verb: When weightlifting, he benches twice his bodyweight.

Let’s use benches in a sentence. I’ll go first.
Many parks have green benches.
Your turn, think of a sentence using benches… T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.
**T. can ask for 1-2 students to share sentence and question to identify if they used benches as a noun or
verb.
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Go to your Spelling Rules page. This should be on page 2 of your notebook.
Let’s add the ‘y’ to ‘i’ spelling rule.
y i
‘Consonant -y’, change ‘y’ to ‘i’ and add ‘e-s’.
Example: pony, with i, + e-s = ponies
Check your work with your partner
Spelling Rules
yi
Consonant y, change yi, add es
ponyi + e s = ponies
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Basic
Morphology

-ing = happening now (verb)

ending, learning, running, begging,
asking

1.2a

Changing Base Rule : Doubling

Intro

T. forms partners, assign roles (A/B). T. models on whiteboard, students write in
notebook.
‘i-n-g’ is our new suffix.

Suffixes are morphemes attached to the end of a base.
Where are suffixes attached? (to the end of a base)
Remember, because suffixes are only word parts, you are going to spell them out.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the lower right corner write our lesson number: 1.2. What are you writing? (1.2)

1.2
T-Chart

Go to the left side page.
Draw a T-chart.
Label first column suffix. What word? (suffix)
Spell after me, s-u-f (s-u-f) f-i-x (f-i-x)
What word? (suffix)
Label second column with an X.

suffix

X

Pencils down.
T. write ending outside T-chart.

suffix

X

ending
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This word is ending. Repeat. (ending)
Let’s decide if ‘i-n-g’ is a suffix in ending.
If I remove ‘i-n-g’ (T. cover -ing), what is left? (end).
Is this a base you know? (yes)
Then ‘i-n-g’ is a suffix.
Write ending in the suffix column. What word? (ending)
Spell after me, e-n-d (e-n-d) i-n-g (i-n-g).
What word? (ending)
suffix

X

ending

Pencils down.
T. write king outside T-Chart.
suffix

X

king

ending

This word is king. Repeat. (king)
If I remove ‘i-n-g’, what is left? (k)
Is this a base you know? (no)
Is ‘i-n-g’ a suffix? (no)
Write king in the X column. What word? (king)
Spell after me. k-i-n-g (k-i-n-g). What word? (king)
suffix

X

ending

king

Pencils down. Don’t write this yet.
T. write learning outside T-chart.

suffix
ending

X
king

learning

This word is learning. Repeat. (learning)
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Let’s decide if ‘i-n-g’ is a suffix in learning. If I remove ‘i-n-g’, what is left? (learn)
Is this a base you know? (yes)
Is ‘i-n-g’ a suffix? (yes)
Write learning in the suffix column. What word? (learning)
Spell after me. l-e-a-r-n (l-e-a-r-n) i-n-g (i-n-g). What word? (learning)
What does ‘i-n-g’ mean? (happening now)

suffix

X

ending
learning

king

Pencils down. Don’t write this yet.
T. write thing outside T-Chart.
suffix

X

ending
learning

king

thing

If I remove ‘i-n-g’, what is left? (th)
Is this a base you know? (no)
Is ‘i-n-g’ a suffix? (no)
Write thing in the X column. What word? (thing)
Spell after me, t-h-i-n-g (t-h-i-n-g).
What word? (thing)

suffix
ending
learning

Word Sums

X
king
thing

Teacher models on whiteboard, students write in notebook on page opposite T-Chart page for
this suffix.
The suffix ‘i-n-g’ is added to verbs (action words). Where is ‘i-n-g’ added? (verbs)
When ‘i-n-g’ is added to verbs, it indicates tense, or time of the action, and means
happening now.
What does ‘i-n-g’ mean? (happening now)
For example: walking means to walk now.
Go to the top of the right side page. Copycat me.
T. write -ing = happening now (verb)
Underline it.
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Check your work with your partner.
-ing = happening now (verb)

Copycat me. Right beneath our definition, draw a 4-column chart.
T. use echo spelling to lead students in labeling columns.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

T. point to base. Remember, the base is the main word you are changing.
T. point to prefix. The prefix is the part, or morpheme, you add before the base.
T. point to suffix. The suffix is the part, or morpheme, you add after the base.
T. point to sum. The sum is the new word you create when you add everything up.
Remember, there are many words that you have to change the base when you add a

suffix.
First word, is running. For example: I plan on running a half-marathon.
What word? (running)
There isn’t a prefix, so leave that column blank.
The word is running.
What’s the base? (run)
Write run in the base column.
Spell after me, r-u-n. (r-u-n)
What word? (run)
Box

it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

run

The word is running.
Is there a suffix? (yes)
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Spell it. (i-n-g)
Write ‘i-n-g’ in the suffix column.
Circle

it.
prefix

base

suffix

run

ing

sum

Here’s a new spelling rule for changing bases.
T. drag finger under run.
When the base is one syllable… Repeat. (when a base is one syllable)
T. point under u.
With one vowel… Repeat. (with one vowel)
T. point under n.
Followed by one consonant…Repeat. (followed by one consonant)
T. point to ing.
And you add a vowel suffix…Repeat. (and you add a vowel suffix)
T. write + ‘n’.
Double the final consonant…Repeat. (double the final consonant)
prefix

base
run

suffix
n

sum

ing

Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch run
run
T. write +
plus
T. touch n
‘n’,
T. write +.
plus
T. touch -ing.
‘i-n-g’
T. write = running
equals running.
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base

prefix

run

sum

suffix
n +
+_____

ing

= running

T. point to run
We call this a one, one, one (1 syllable with 1 vowel followed by 1 consonant) base.
What do we call this kind of base? (1:1:1)
Let’s use running in a sentence. I’ll go first.
The joggers were running on the trail.
Your turn, think of a sentence using running … T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
Let’ try another word: begging. For example: The children were begging for ice cream.
What word? (begging)
There isn’t a prefix, so leave that column blank.
The word is begging. What’s the base? (beg)
Write beg in the base column.
Spell after me, b-e-g (b-e-g). What word? (beg)
Box

it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

beg

The word is begging. Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (i-n-g)
Write ‘i-n-g’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

base
beg

suffix

sum

ing

We need to check our base and suffix.
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T. drag finger under beg.
Is the base one syllable? (yes--*if needed, demonstrate by clapping, single drop of jaw, can review
syllable type if has been previously taught, etc.)

T. point under e and g.
Does it have only one vowel followed by one consonant? (yes)
Then it is a 1:1:1 base.
T. point to ing.
Are you adding a vowel suffix? (yes)
T. write + ‘g’.
Then you must double the final consonant in the base.
prefix

base
beg

suffix
g

sum

ing

Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch beg.
beg
T. write +.
plus
T. touch g.
‘g’
T. write +.
plus
T. touch -ing.
‘i-n-g’
T. write = begging
equals begging.
prefix

base
beg

suffix
g +
+______

ing

sum

= begging

Let’s use begging in a sentence. I’ll go first.
The dog is begging for a treat.
Your turn, think… T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.
Next word is asking. For example: Many students were asking questions.
What word? (asking)
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There isn’t a prefix, so leave that column blank.
What’s the base in asking? (ask)
Write ask in the base column.
Spell after me a-s-k. (a-s-k) What word? (ask)
Box

it.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

ask

The word is asking.
Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (i-n-g)
Write ‘i-n-g’ in the suffix column. (i-n-g)
Circle it.
prefix

base

suffix

ask

ing

sum

We need to check our base and suffix.
T. drag finger under ask.
Is the base one syllable? (yes)
T. point under a and sk
Does it have only one vowel followed by one consonant? (no)
So is this a 1:1:1 base? (no)
Then we won’t change this base.
Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch ask.
ask,
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch -ing.
‘i-n-g’,
T. write = asking.
equals asking.
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prefix

suffix

base
ask

+

ing

sum

= asking

T. point to ‘asking’.
What does asking mean? (ask, now)
Let’s use asking in a sentence. I’ll go first.
The detective was asking many questions.
Your turn, think of a sentence using asking.
T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
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Basic
Morphology

-ing = happening now (verb)

1.2b

Changing Base Rule : Doubling

More
Word
Sums

tricking, shopping, teaching

Teacher models on whiteboard, students write in notebook on page opposite T-Chart page for
this suffix.
Remember, we learned that the suffix ‘i-n-g’ is added to verbs and means happening
now.
We are going to add some words to your four column chart.
The word is tricking. For example: The boy is tricking his brother by putting sugar in the
salt shaker.
What word? (tricking)
There isn’t a prefix, so leave that column blank.
The word is tricking. What’s the base? (trick)
Write trick in the base column.
Spell after me, t-r-i-c-k (t-r-i-c-k).
What word? (trick)
Box

it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

trick

The word is tricking. Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (i-n-g)
Write ‘i-n-g’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

base

suffix

trick

ing

sum

We need to check the base and suffix.
T. drag finger under trick.
Is the base one syllable? (yes)
T. point under i and ck
Does it have only one vowel followed by one consonant? (no)
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So is this a 1:1:1 base? (no)
Then we won’t change this base.
Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch trick.
trick,
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch -ing.
‘i-n-g’
T. write = tricking
equals tricking.
prefix

base
trick

suffix

+

ing

sum

= tricking

Let’s use tricking in a sentence. I’ll go first.
Tricking your friends can hurt their feelings.
Your turn, think… T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
Let’ try another word: shopping. For example: The family went grocery shopping at the
supermarket.
What word? (shopping)
There isn’t a prefix, so leave that column blank.
The word is shopping. What’s the base? (shop)
Write shop in the base column.
Spell after me, s-h-o-p (s-h-o-p). What word? (shop)
Box

it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

shop

The word is shopping. Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (i-n-g)
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Write ‘i-n-g’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

base

sum

suffix

shop

ing

We need to check the base and

suffix.

T. drag finger under shop.
Is the base one syllable? (yes)
T. point under o and p.
Does it have only one vowel followed by one consonant? (yes)
Then it is a 1:1:1 base.
T. point to -ing.
Are you adding a vowel suffix? (yes)
T. write + ‘p’.
Then you must double the final consonant in the base.
prefix

base
shop

suffix
p

sum

ing

Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch shop.
shop,
T. write +.
plus,
T. write p.
‘p’,
T. write +.
+,
T. touch -ing.
‘i-n-g’
T. write = shopping
equals shopping.
prefix

base
shop

suffix

+p +

ing

sum

= shopping

Let’s use shopping in a sentence. I’ll go first.
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They are shopping for new school clothes.
Your turn, think… T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.
Let’s try another word.
The word is teaching. For example: Teaching a dog tricks requires patience.
What word? (teaching)
There isn’t a prefix, so leave that column blank.
What’s the base in teaching? (teach)
Write teach in the base column.
Spell after me, t-e-a-c-h (t-e-a-c-h).
What word? (teach)
Box

it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

teach

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (i-n-g)
Write ‘i-n-g’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.

prefix

base

suffix

teach

ing

We need to check the base and

sum

suffix.

T. point to teach.
Is the base 1:1:1? (no--*2 vowels followed by 2 consonants)
Then we won’t change this base.
Copycat me to add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch teach.
teach,
T. write +.
plus,
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T. touch -ing.
‘i-n-g’,
T. write = teaching.
equals teaching.
prefix

base
teach

suffix

+

ing

sum

= teaching

T. point to ‘teaching’.
What does teaching mean? (teach, now)
Let’s use teaching in a sentence. I’ll go first: Teaching children is a rewarding job.
Your turn, think of a sentence using teaching … T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.
Let’s add our Doubling spelling rule to the first page of our notebook.
Copycat me.
Doubling Rule. 1 syllable 1 vowel 1 consonant + vowel suffix = Double final consonant
Example: run+n+ing = running
Check your work with your partner.
Doubling Rule
1 syllable 1 vowel 1 consonant + vowel suffix
= Double final consonant
Example: run+n+ing = running
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walked, smelled, hoped,
started, shaped

Basic
Morphology

-ed = happened before (verb)

1.3a

3 sounds of –ed

Intro

T. forms partners, assign roles (A/B). T. models on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘e-d’ is our new suffix.

Suffixes are morphemes attached to the end of a base.
Where are suffixes attached? (to the end of a base)
Remember, because suffixes are only word parts, you are going to spell them out.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 1.3. What are you writing? (1.3)

1.3

T-Chart

Go to the left side page.
Draw a T-chart.
T. direct students to refer to previous T-Charts if need help on spelling.
Label first column suffix. What word? (suffix)
Label second column with an X.
suffix

X

Pencils down.
T. write walked outside T-chart.

suffix

X

walked
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This word is walked. Repeat. (walked)
If I remove ‘e-d’ (T. covers -ed), what is left? (walk)
Is this a base you know? (yes)
Then ‘e-d’ is a suffix in walked.
Write walked in the suffix column. What word? (walked)
Spell after me, w-a-l-k (w-a-l-k) e-d (e-d)
What word? (walked)
What sound does ‘e-d’ make in walked? (/t/)

suffix
walked

X

Pencils down. Don’t write this yet.
T. write bed outside T-Chart.
suffix
walked

X

bed

This word is bed. Repeat. (bed)
If I remove ‘e-d’, what is left? (b)
Is this a base you know (no)
Is ‘e-d’ a suffix in this word? (no)
Write bed in the X column. What word? (bed)
Spell after me, b-e-d (b-e-d)
What word? (bed)
suffix
walked

X

bed

Pencils down. Don’t write this yet.
T. write smelled outside T-chart.

suffix
walked

X

bed

smelled
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This word is smelled. Repeat. (smelled)
If you remove ‘e-d’, what is left? (smell)
Is this a base you know? (yes)
Then is ‘e-d’ a suffix in smelled? (yes)
Write smelled in the suffix column. What word? (smelled)
Spell after me, s-m-e-l-l (s-m-e-l-l) e-d (e-d)
What word? (smelled)
What sound does ‘e-d’ make in smelled? (/d/)

suffix
walked
smelled

X

bed

Pencils down. Don’t write this yet.
T. writes speed outside T-Chart.
suffix
walked
smelled

X

speed

bed

This word is speed. Repeat. (speed)
If you remove ‘e-d’, what is left? (spe, allow short or long e)
Is this a base you know? (no)
Is ‘e-d’ a suffix in speed? (no)
Write speed in the X column. What word? (speed)
Spell after me, s-p-e-e-d (s-p-e-e-d)
What word? (speed)

suffix

X

walked
smelled

bed
speed
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Word
Sums

Teacher models on whiteboard, students write in notebook on page opposite T-Chart page for this suffix.

The suffix ‘e-d’ is added to verbs (action words). Where is ‘e-d’ added? (to verbs)
When ‘e-d’ is added it changes the tense, or time of the action, and means happened
before.
What does ‘e-d’ mean? (happened before)
For example: walked means to walk before.
Go to the top of the right side page. Copycat me.
T. write: -ed = happened before (verb).
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-ed = happened before (verb)

Copycat me.
Right beneath our definition, draw a 4-column chart.
T. use echo spelling to lead students in labeling columns.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

T. point to base. Remember, the base is the main word you are changing.
T. point to prefix. The prefix is the morpheme, you add before the base.
T. point to suffix. The suffix is the morpheme, you add after the base.
T. point to sum. The sum is the total word you create when you add everything up.
The first word is hoped. For example: She hoped to a new city.
What word? (hoped)
There isn’t a prefix in the word hoped, so leave that column blank.
The word is hoped. What’s the base? (hope)
Write hope in the base column.
Spell after me h-o-p-e (h-o-p-e). What word? (hope)
Box

it.
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prefix

suffix

base

sum

hope

The word is hoped.
Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (e-d)
Write ‘e-d’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

base

suffix

hope

ed

sum

Here’s a new spelling rule for changing bases.
T. drag finger under hope.
When the base ends with ‘silent e’…Repeat. (When the base ends with e)
T. point to -ed.
and you add a vowel suffix…Repeat. (and you add a vowel suffix)
Copycat me.
T. slash ‘e’ in hope.
drop the ‘e’ at the end of the base…Repeat. (drop the ‘e’ at the end of the base)
prefix

base
hope

suffix

sum

ed

Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch hope.
hope drop e
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch -ed.
‘e-d’,
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T. write = hoped
equals hoped.
prefix

base

suffix

hope

+

ed

sum

= hoped

What sound does ‘e-d’ make in this word? (/t/)
What does ‘e-d’ mean? (happened before)
What does hoped mean? (hope before)
Let’s use hoped in a sentence. I’ll go first.
The students hoped they would earn some free time.
Your turn, think of a sentence using hoped. T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.
Let’s try another word: started. For example: Ben started solving the problem.
What word? (started)
There isn’t a prefix, so leave that column blank.
What’s the base in started? (start)
Write start in the base column.
Spell after me s-t-a-r-t (s-t-a-r-t). What word? (start)
Box

it.

prefix

base

suffix

sum

start

The word is started.
Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (e-d)
Write ‘e-d’ in the suffix column. (e-d)
Circle it.
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prefix

base

suffix

start

sum

ed

We need to check the base and suffix.
T. point under start.
Does the base end in ‘silent e’? (no)
Then we won’t change this base.
Copycat me.
Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch start.
start,
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch -ed.
‘e-d’,
T. write = started.
equals started.

prefix

base
start

suffix

+

sum

ed

= started

T. point to –ed.
What sound does ‘e-d’ make in this word? (/ĕd/)
What does ‘e-d’ mean? (happened before)
What does started mean? (start, before)
Let’s use started in a sentence. I’ll go first: Do you know when school started?
Your turn, think of a sentence using started … T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.
The next word is shaped. For example: The boy shaped his clay into a snake.
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What word? (shaped)
There isn’t a prefix in the word shaped, so leave that column blank.
The word is shaped. What’s the base? (shape)
Write shape in the base column.
Spell after me s-h-a-p-e (s-h-a-p-e). What word? (shape)
Box

it.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

shape

The word is shaped.
Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (e-d)
Write ‘e-d’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

base

suffix

shape

ed

sum

We need to check the base and suffix.
T. point under shape.
Does the base ends with ‘silent e’? (yes)
T. point to -ed.
Are you adding a vowel suffix? (yes)
Copycat me.
T. slash ‘e’ in shape.
drop the ‘e’ at the end of the base.
prefix

base
shape

suffix

sum

ed
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Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch shape.
shape, drop e
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch -ed.
‘e-d’,
T. write = shaped
equals shaped.
prefix

base
shape

suffix

+

ed

sum

= shaped

What sound does ‘e-d’ make in this word? (/t/)
What does ‘e-d’ mean? (happened before)
What does shaped mean? (shape before)
Let’s use shaped in a sentence. I’ll go first.
Our opinions are shaped by our experiences.
Your turn, think of a sentence using shaped. T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.
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Basic
Morphology

-ed = happened before (verb)

1.3b

3 sounds of –ed

moved,
hired, allowed

Changing Base Rule : Drop e, Doubling

More Word
Sums

Remember, we learned that the suffix ‘e-d’ is added to verbs and means happened
before.
We are going to add some words to your four column chart.
The new word is moved. For example: She moved to a new city.
What word? (moved)
There isn’t a prefix in the word moved, so leave that column blank.
The word is moved. What’s the base? (move)
Write move in the base column.
Spell after me m-o-v-e (m-o-v-e). What word? (move)
Box

it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

move

The word is moved.
Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (e-d)
Write ‘e-d’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

base

suffix

move

ed

sum

Copycat me to check the base and suffix.
T. drag finger under base.
When the base ends with ‘silent e’…Repeat. (When the base ends with e)
T. point to suffix.
and you add a vowel suffix…Repeat. (and you add a vowel suffix)
T. slash ‘e’ in move.
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drop the ‘e’ at the end of the base…Repeat. (drop the ‘e’ at the end of the base)
prefix

base

suffix

move

sum

ed

Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch move.
move, drop e
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch -ed.
‘e-d’,
T. write = moved.
equals moved.
prefix

base
move

suffix

+

______

ed

sum

= moved

What sound does ‘e-d’ make in this word? (/d/)
What does ‘e-d’ mean? (happened before)
What does moved mean? (move before)
Let’s use moved in a sentence. I’ll go first.
The family moved to a new town.
Your turn, think of a sentence using moved. T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.
Let’s try another word: hired. For example: The school hired four new teachers.
What word? (hired)
There isn’t a prefix in the word hired, so leave that column blank.
The word is hired. What’s the base? (hire)
Write hire in the base column.
Spell after me h-i-r-e (h-i-r-e). What word? (hire)
Box

it.
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prefix

suffix

base

sum

hire

The word is hired.
Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (e-d)
Write ‘e-d’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

base

suffix

hire

ed

sum

Check the base and suffix.
T. point under hire.
Does the base end in ‘silent e’? (yes)
T. point to suffix.
Are you adding a vowel suffix? (yes)
Copycat me.
T. slash ‘e’ in hire.
Then you must drop the ‘e’ at the end of the base.
prefix

base
hire

suffix

sum

ed

Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch hire.
hire, drop e
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch -ed.
‘e-d’,
T. write = hired
equals hired.
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prefix

base
hire

sum

suffix

+

______

ed

= hired

What sound does ‘e-d’ make in this word? (/d/)
What does ‘e-d’ mean? (happened before)
What does hired mean? (hire before)
Let’s use hired in a sentence. I’ll go first.
The teenager was hired as a lifeguard at the community pool.
Your turn, think of a sentence using hired. T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.
Let’s try another word. The word is allowed. For example: Gum is not allowed in school.
What word? (allowed)
There isn’t a prefix, so leave that column blank.
What’s the base in allowed? (allow)
Write allow in the base column.
Spell after me a-l-l (a-l-l) o-w (o-w).
What word? (allow)
Box

it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

allow

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (e-d)
Write ‘e-d’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

base
allow

suffix

sum

ed

Check the base and suffix.
T. point under allow.
Does the base end in ‘silent e’? (no)
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Then we won’t change this base.
Copycat me.
Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch allow.
allow,
T. write +.
plus
T. touch -ed.
plus ‘e-d’
T. write = allowed
equals allowed.
prefix

base
allow

suffix

+

ed

sum

= allowed

T. point to –ed.
What sound does ‘e-d’ make in this word? (/d/)
What does ‘e-d’ mean? (happened before)
What does allowed mean? (allow, before)
Let’s use allowed in a sentence. I’ll go first: Students are not allowed to leave school
without permission.
Your turn, think of a sentence using allowed … T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.

Let’s add our Drop the ‘e’ spelling rule to the first page of our notebook.
Copycat me.
Drop ‘e’ Rule.
Base ends ‘e’ + vowel suffix = Drop the ‘e’
Example: love (drop ‘e’) + ed = loved
Check your work with your partner.
Drop e Rule
Base ends e + vowel suffix = Drop e
Example: love +ed = loved
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distrust, disobey
disagrees, dishonest
disabled, displeasing

Basic
Morphology

dis- = not

2.1

Changing Base Rule : Drop e

Intro

T. forms partners, assign roles (A/B). T. models on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘d-i-s’ is our new prefix.

Prefixes are morphemes attached in front of a base.
Where are prefixes attached? (to the front of a base)
Remember, because prefixes are only word parts, you are going to spell them out.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 2.1. What are you writing? (2.1)

2.1
Go to the left side page.
T-Chart
Draw and label a T-chart.
X

prefix

T. direct students to refer to spellings on previous T-charts if need help.
Label first column prefix. What word? (prefix)
Label second column with an X.
Pencils down.
Just like with suffixes, in Anglo-Saxon words, when you remove the prefix there will
be a base you know.
T. write distrust outside T-chart.
prefix

X

distrust

This word is distrust. Repeat. (distrust)
If I remove ‘d-i-s’ (T. covers dis-), what is left? (trust)
Is this a base you know? (yes)
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Then ‘d-i-s’ is a prefix in distrust.
Write distrust in the prefix column. What word? (distrust)
Spell after me, d-i-s (d-i-s) t-r-u-s-t (trust)
What word? (distrust)
X

prefix
distrust

Pencils down. Don’t write this yet.
T. writes dish outside T-Chart.
X

prefix

dish

distrust

This word is dish. Repeat. (dish)
If I remove ‘d-i-s’, what is left? (h)
Is this a base you know? (no)
So, is ‘d-i-s’ a prefix? (no)
Write dish in the X column. What word? (dish)
Spell after me, d-i-s-h (d-i-s-h)
What word? (dish)
X

prefix
distrust

dish

Complete T-Chart work with the following words: disk, disobey using the following
questioning.

disk (X)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

disobey

This word is __________. Repeat.

(prefix; not obey)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
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(word)

What word? (word)

X

prefix

dish
disk

distrust
disobey

Word Sums

T. models on whiteboard, students write in notebook on page opposite T-Chart page for this prefix.

The prefix ‘d-i-s’ means not. What does ‘d-i-s’ mean? (not)
For example: dislike means to not like.
Go to the top of your right side page. Copycat me.
T. write: dis- = not
Notice you put a hyphen after the prefix to show it attaches to the front of a base.
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
dis- = not

Copycat me. Right beneath the definition, draw a 4-column chart.
T. direct students to refer to spellings on previous 4-column charts if needed.
Label the columns: prefix, base, suffix, and sum.
Check your partner.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

Let’s try a word you’ve already worked with: distrust. For example: I distrust liars.
What word? (distrust)
The prefix in distrust is ‘d-i-s’.
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Write ‘d-i-s’ in the prefix column.
Underline it.
prefix

sum

suffix

base

dis

The base in distrust is trust. What’s the base? (trust)
Write trust in the base column.
Spell after me t-r-u-s-t (t-r-u-s-t). What’s the base? (trust)
Box

it.
prefix

dis

sum

suffix

base

trust

Is there a suffix? (no)
So leave that column blank.
Since there isn’t a suffix, you can add it up and write the sum.
Copycat me. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch dis-.
d-i-s,
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch trust.
trust
T. write = distrust
equals distrust.
prefix

dis

suffix

base

+

trust

sum

=

distrust

T. point to dis-.
What does ‘d-i-s’ mean? (not)
So what does distrust mean? (not trust)
Let’s use distrust in a sentence. I’ll go first.
I don’t have any reason to distrust that dog.
Everyone think of a sentence using distrust. T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
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The next word is dishonest. For example: If you are dishonest, it can lead to people not
trusting you.
What word? (dishonest)
Is there a prefix? (yes)
Spell it. (d-i-s)
Write ‘d-i-s’ in the prefix column.
Underline it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

dis

What’s the base in dishonest? (honest)
Write honest in the base column.
Spell after me h-o-n (h-o-n) e-s-t (e-s-t). What’s the base? (honest)
Box

it.
prefix

base

dis

suffix

sum

honest

The word is dishonest. Is there a suffix? (no)
Since there isn’t a suffix, you can add it up and write the sum.
Copycat me. Touch each word part as you say and write:
T. touch dis-.
d-i-s,
T. write +
plus,
T. touch honest.
honest.
T. write = dishonest
equals dishonest.
prefix

dis

base

+

suffix

honest

sum

=

dishonest

T. point to dis-.
What does ‘d-i-s’ mean? (not)
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What does dishonest mean? (not honest)
Let’s use dishonest in a sentence. I’ll go first.
Copying your friend’s answers is an example of being dishonest.
Everyone, think of a sentence using dishonest. T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.
Let’s try another one: disagrees. For example: The child disagrees with the punishment.
What word? (disagrees)
Is there a prefix? (yes)
Spell it. (d-i-s)
Write ‘d-i-s’ in the prefix column.
Underline it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

dis

What’s the base in disagrees? (agree)
Write agree in the base column.
Spell after me a-g-r-e-e (a-g-r-e-e). What’s the base? (agree)
Box

it.
prefix

dis

base

suffix

sum

agree

The word is disagrees.
Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (s)
Write ‘s’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

dis

base

suffix

agree

sum

s

Check the base and suffix.
T. point to base.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’? (no)
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Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)\
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
So do you need to change the base? (no)
Copycat me to add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch dis-.
d-i-s,
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch agree.
agree.
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch -s.
‘s’,
T. write = disagrees
equals disagrees.
prefix

dis

base

+

agree

sum

suffix

+

s

=

disagrees

T. point to dis-.
What does ‘d-i-s’ mean? (not)
What does ‘s’ mean? (happens now)
So what does disagrees mean? (not agree, now)
Let’s use disagrees in a sentence. I’ll go first:
He disagrees with his brother.
Everyone, think of a sentence using disagrees. T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
Let’s try another word.
The word is disabled. For example: The flat tire disabled the bicycle. What word?
(disabled)

Is there a prefix? (yes)
Spell it. (d-i-s)
Write ‘d-i-s’ in the prefix column.
Underline it.
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prefix

sum

suffix

base

dis

What’s the base in disabled? (able)
Write able in the base column.
Spell after me a-b-l-e (a-b-l-e). What’s the base? (able)
it.
Box
prefix

base

dis

sum

suffix

able

The word is disabled. Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (e-d)
Write ‘e-d’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

suffix

base

dis

sum

ed

able

Since you have a suffix, what do you have to check for? (changing base)
T. points to base.
Does the base end with ‘silent e’? (yes)
T. point to suffix.
Are you adding a vowel suffix? (yes)
So do you need to change the base? (yes)
What do you have to do? (drop the ‘e’)
T. slash ‘e’ in able.
Slash it.
prefix

dis

base

+

able

suffix

+

sum

ed

Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch dis-.
d-i-s,
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T. write +
plus,
T. touch able.
able drop e,
T. write +
plus,
T. touch -ed.
‘e-d’.
T. write = disabled
equals disabled.
prefix

dis

base

+

able

sum

suffix

+

ed

=

disabled

T. point to dis-.
What does ‘d-i-s’ mean? (not)
What does ‘e-d’ mean? (happened before)
So what does disabled mean? (not able before, or was not able)
Let’s use disabled in a sentence. I’ll go first.
I disabled the clock by removing the battery.
Your turn, think of a sentence using disabled. T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.

Let’s try another word.
The word is displeasing. For example: The rainy weather was displeasing to the children.
What word? (displeasing)
The word is displeasing.
Is there a prefix? (yes)
Spell it. (d-i-s)
Write ‘d-i-s’ in the prefix column.
Underline it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

dis

What’s the base in displeasing? (please)
Write please in the base column.
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Spell after me p-l-e (p-l-e) a-s-e (a-s-e). What’s the base? (please)
Box

it.
prefix

dis

base

suffix

sum

please

The word is displeasing.
Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (i-n-g)
Write ‘i-n-g’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

dis

base

please

suffix

sum

ing

Since you have a suffix, what do you have to check for? (changing base)
T. point to base.
Does the base end in ‘silent e’? (yes)
T. point to suffix.
Are you adding a vowel suffix? (yes)
So do you need to change the base? (yes)
What do you have to do? (drop the ‘e’)
T. slash ‘e’ in please.
Slash it.
prefix

dis

base

please

suffix

sum

ing

Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch dis-.
d-i-s,
T. write +
plus,
T. touch please.
please drop e.
T. write +
plus,
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T. touch -ing.
‘i-n-g’,
T. write = displeasing
equals displeasing.
prefix

dis

base

+

please

suffix

+

ing

sum

= displeasing

T. point to dis-.
What does ‘d-i-s’ mean? (not)
What does ‘i-n-g’ mean? (happening now)
So what does displeasing mean? (not pleasing, now)
Let’s use displeasing in a sentence. I’ll go first.
It is displeasing to the teacher to see sloppy work.
Your turn, think of a sentence using displeasing. T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
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Basic
Morphology

mis- = bad, wrong

2.2

Changing Base Rule : Drop e

Intro

mislead,
mismatch
misprinted,
misplaced,
mistreating

T. forms partners, assign roles (A/B). T. models on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘m-i-s’ is our new prefix.

Prefixes are morphemes attached in front of a base.
Where are prefixes attached? (to the front of a base)
Remember, because prefixes are only word parts, you are going to spell them out.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 2.2. What are you writing? (2.2)

2.2
T-Chart

Go to the left side page.
Draw and label your T-chart.
X

prefix

Pencils down.
Let’s try some words and decide if ‘m-i-s’ is a prefix
T. write mislead outside T-chart.
prefix

X

mislead

This word is mislead. Repeat. (mislead)
If I remove ‘m-i-s’ (T. covers ‘m-i-s’), what is left? (lead)
Is this a base you know? (yes)
Then ‘m-i-s’ is a prefix in mislead.
Write mislead in the prefix column. What word? (mislead)
Spell after me, m-i-s (m-i-s) l-e-a-d (lead)
What word? (mislead)
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X

prefix
mislead

Pencils down. Don’t write this yet.
T. writes mister outside T-Chart.
prefix

X

mister

mislead

This word is mister. Repeat. (mister)
If I remove ‘m-i-s’, what is left? (ter)
Is this a base you know (no)
So, is ‘m-i-s’ a prefix? (no)
Write mister in the X column. What word? (mister)
Spell after me, m-i-s (m-i-s) t-e-r(t-e-r)
What word? (mister)
prefix
mislead

X
mister
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Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: miss and mismatch.
T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.

miss

Let’s decide if _______is a prefix in _________.

(X)

(prefix)

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

mismatch
(prefix, wrong match)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

prefix
mislead
mismatch

Word
Sums

X
mister
missing

T. models on whiteboard, students write in notebook on page opposite T-Chart page for this prefix.

The prefix ‘m-i-s’ means bad, or wrong. What does ‘m-i-s’ mean? (bad or wrong)
For example, misspell means to spell wrong.
Go to the top right side page. Copycat me.
T. write mis- = bad, wrong.
Notice you put a hyphen after the prefix to show it attaches to the front of a base.
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
mis- = bad, wrong
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Right beneath the definition, draw and label your 4-column chart. T. direct students to
refer to spellings on previous 4-column charts if needed.
Check your partner.
prefix

base

sum

suffix

You may have words with all three parts, or only two.
Pencils down.
Let’s try one.

The word is misprinted. For example: We were confused because the directions were
misprinted. What word? (misprinted)
The word is misprinted. Is there a prefix? (yes)
Spell it. (m-i-s)
Write ‘m-i-s’ in the prefix column.
Underline it.
prefix

base

sum

suffix

mis

What’s the base in misprinted? (print)
Write print in the base column.
Spell after me p-r-i (p-r-i) n-t (n--t). What word? (print)
Box

it.
prefix
mis

base

suffix

sum

print

The word is misprinted. Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (e-d)
Write ‘e-d’ in the suffix column. Circle it.
prefix
mis

base
print

suffix

sum

ed
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What does ‘e-d’ sound like in this word? (/ӗd/)
T. point to -ed.
Since you have a suffix, what do you have to check for? (changing base)
T. point to base.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’? (no)
Does the base end in ‘consonant-y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
So do you need to change the base? (no)
Copycat me to add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
T. touch mis-.
m-i-s,
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch print.
print
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch -ed.
‘e-d’,
T. write = misprinted
equals misprinted.
prefix
mis

base

+

print

suffix

+

ed

sum

= misprinted

T. point to mis-.
What does ‘m-i-s’ mean? (bad or wrong)
What does ‘e-d’ mean? (happened before)
So what does misprinted mean? (printed wrong, was printed wrong)
Let’s use misprinted in a sentence. I’ll go first.
We had to fix the misprinted sign.
Your turn, think of a sentence using misprinted …B’s tell A’s your sentence.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
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Let’s try another word.
The word is misplaced. For example: The dog misplaced its bone. What word?
(misplaced)

The word is misplaced.
Is there a prefix? (yes)
Spell it. (m-i-s)
Write ‘m-i-s’ in the prefix column.
Underline it.
prefix

base

sum

suffix

mis

What’s the base in misplaced? (place)
Write place in the base column. Spell after me, p-l-a-c-e (p-l-a-c-e). What word? (place)
Box

it.
prefix

base

mis

place

suffix

sum

The word is misplaced. Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (e-d)
Write ‘e-d’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix
mis

base
place

suffix

sum

ed

What sound is ‘e-d’ making in misplaced? (/t/)
Since you have a suffix, what do you have to check for? (changing base)
T. point to base.
Does the base end with ‘silent e’? (yes)
T. point to suffix.
Are you adding a vowel suffix? (yes)
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So do you need to change the base? (yes)
What do you have to do? (drop the ‘e’)
T. slash ‘e’ in place.
Slash it.
prefix

base

+

mis

sum

suffix

place

+

ed

Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
T. touch mis-.
m-i-s,
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch place.
place drop e,
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch -ed.
‘e-d’.
T. write = misplaced
equals misplaced.
prefix

base

+

mis

place

suffix

+

ed

sum

= misplaced

T. point to mis-.
What does ‘m-i-s’ mean? (bad or wrong)
What does ‘e-d’ mean? (happened before)
So what does misplaced mean? (not placed, or was not placed)
Let’s use misplaced in a sentence. I’ll go first.
I misplaced my pen and now it is lost.
Your turn, think of a sentence using misplaced . T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.

Let’s try another word.
The word is mistreating. For example: The child is mistreating her toys. What word?
(mistreating)
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The word is mistreating. Is there a prefix? (yes)
Spell it. (m-i-s)
Write ‘m-i-s’ in the prefix column.
Underline it.
prefix

base

sum

suffix

mis

What’s the base in mistreating? (treat)
Write treat in the base column.
Spell after me t-r (t-r) e-a-t (e-a-t). What word? (treat)
Box

it.
prefix
mis

base

suffix

sum

treat

The word is mistreating. Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (i-n-g)
Write ‘i-n-g’ in the suffix column.
Circle

it.
prefix

base

suffix

mis

treat

ing

sum

Since you have a suffix, what do you have to check for? (changing base)
T. point to base.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’? (no)
Does the base end in ‘consonant-y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
So do we need to change our base? (no)
Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
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T. touch mis-.
m-i-s,
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch treat.
treat
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch -ing.
‘i-n-g’,
T. write = mistreating
equals mistreating.

prefix
mis

suffix

base

+

treat

+

ing

sum

= mistreating

T. point to mis-.
What does ‘m-i-s’ mean? (bad or wrong)
What does ‘i-n-g’ mean? (happening now)
So what does mistreating mean? (treating bad/wrong)
Let’s use mistreating in a sentence. I’ll go first.
You are mistreating your bike when you leave it out in the rain.
Your turn, think of a sentence using mistreating. T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
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Basic
Morphology

un- = not

2.3

Changing Base Rule : Doubling, Drop e

Intro

T. forms partners, assign roles (A/B). T. models on whiteboard, students write in
notebook.

unkind, unlike,
unwilling,
unzipped,
unused, unsafe

‘u-n’ is our new prefix.

Prefixes are morphemes attached in front of a base.
Where are prefixes attached? (to the front of a base)
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 2.3.
What are you writing? (2.3)

2.3
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart work using the following procedures and questioning for:
uncle, unkind, under, and unlike.
Go to the left side page. Draw and label your T-Chart.
X

prefix

uncle
(X)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.

unkind

(word)

(prefix,
not kind)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

Let’s decide if _______is a prefix in _________.
(prefix)

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

under
(X)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)

unlike
(prefix,
not like)

(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)
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un- = not

Word Sums

prefix

X

unkind
unlike

uncle
under

The prefix ‘u-n’ means not. What does ‘u-n’ mean? (not)
For example: unhappy means not happy.
Go to the top right side page.
T. write un- = not.
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
un- = not

Complete Word Sums work with unwilling, unzipped, unused, and
unsafe.
unwilling
Right beneath the definition, draw and label your 4-column chart. T.
direct students to refer to spellings on previous 4-column charts if
needed.

(not will, now)

unzipped
(doubling,
not zip, before)

prefix

suffix

base

sum

unused
(drop e,
not use, before)

The word is ____________.

unsafe

(word)

(not safe)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (If yes)
Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
(word)
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Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop e)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (double)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

sum

suffix

+

=

Words with prefixes
T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes
T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
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(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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replace, recall
reminded,
recharged,
reshipping,
reassures

Basic
Morphology

re- = again

2.4

Changing Base Rule : Drop e, Doubling

Intro

T. forms partners, assign roles (A/B). T. models on whiteboard, students write in
notebook.

‘r-e’ is our new prefix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 2.4.
What are you writing? (2.4)

2.4
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart work for relish, replace, recall, relish, and rest
using the following procedures and questioning.

relish

Go to the left side page, draw and label your T-Chart.

replace

re- = again
prefix

(X)

(prefix;

X

place again)

recall
T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

(prefix;
call again [as in
memory: to call again

This word is __________. Repeat.

to mind])

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

rest
(X)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)
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Word
Sums

prefix

X

replace
recall

rest
relish

The prefix ‘r-e’ means again. What does ‘r-e’ mean? (again)
For example: rebuild means to build again.
Go to the top right side page. Copycat me.
T. write re- = again.
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
re- = again

Complete Word Sums work with reminded, recharged and reshipping,
reassures.
Right beneath the definition, draw and label your 4-column chart. T.
direct students to refer to spellings on previous 4-column charts if
needed.
prefix

suffix

base

reminded
(mind again [as in to
bring to mind], before)

sum

recharged
(drop ‘e’;
charge [power; fee]

The word is ____________.

again, before)

(word)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (If yes)

reshipping
(doubling,

Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.

ship again, now)

(prefix)

reassures

Underline it.

(assure again, now)

What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)
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Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop ‘e’)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (double)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

sum

suffix

base

+

+

=

Words with prefixes
T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes
T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)
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Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________. T. allow wait time.
(word)

A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

over- = above/too much

2.5

Changing Base Rule: Drop e

overview,
overdone,
overpriced,
overjoyed,
overestimates,
overburdened

T. forms partners, assign roles (A/B). T. models on whiteboard, students write in
notebook.

‘o-v-e-r’ is our new prefix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 2.5. What are you
writing? (2.5)

2.5
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: overview, overdone, over, and overt.
Go to the top of the left side page. Draw your T-Chart.

(prefix; above view)

overdone

X

prefix

overview

(prefix; too much
done)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

over
(X)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

overt
(X)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)
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prefix

X
over
overt

overview
overdone

Word Sums
The prefix ‘o-v-e-r’ means above or too much. For example: The
overall favorite flavor was chocolate.
What does ‘o-v-e-r’ mean? (above)
Go to the top right side page. Copycat me.
T. write over- = above/too much.
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
over- = above/too much

Complete Word Sums using the following questioning with:
overpriced, overjoyed, overestimates, and overburdened.
Right beneath the definition, draw and label your 4-column chart. T.
direct students to refer to spellings on previous 4-column charts if
needed.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

overpriced
(drop e; too much
price, before)

The word is ____________.
(word)

overjoyed

For example: ______________________________________.

(above joy, before)

(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (If yes)
Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.

overestimates
(above estimate, now)

(prefix)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

overburdened
(too much burden,
before)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)
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Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle it.
Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do have to do? (drop ‘e’)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

suffix

+

+

sum

=

Words with prefixes
T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes
T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)
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T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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spoonful, joyful,
truthful, fruitful,
plentiful, unmerciful

Basic
Morphology

-ful = full of

3.1

Changing Base Rule: yi

Intro

T. forms partners, assign roles (A/B). T. models on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘f-u-l’ is our new suffix.
Suffixes are morphemes attached to the end of a base.
Where are suffixes attached? (to the end of a base)
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 3.1. What are you writing? (3.1)

3.1
T-Chart

Draw a T-chart.
X

suffix

Pencils down.
T. write spoonful outside T-chart.
X

suffix

spoonful

This word is spoonful. Repeat. (spoonful)
If I strip away ‘f-u-l’ (T. covers -ful), what is left? (spoon)
Is this a base you know? (yes)
Then is ‘f-u-l’ a suffix in spoonful? (yes)
Write spoonful in the suffix column. What word? (spoonful)
Spell after me, s-p-o-o-n (s-p-o-o-n) f-u-l (f-u-l)
What word? (spoonful)
suffix

X

spoonful
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So what does spoonful mean? (a spoon’s full)
Pencils down. Don’t write this yet.
T. writes truthful outside T-Chart.
X

suffix
spoonful

joyful

This word is joyful. Repeat. (joyful)
If I strip away ‘f-u-l’, what is left? (joy)
Is this a base you know? (yes)
So, is ‘f-u-l’ a suffix? (yes)
Write joyful in the suffix column. What word? (joyful)
Spell after me, j-o-y (j-o-y) f-u-l (f-u-l)
What word? (joyful)

suffix

X

spoonful
joyful

Pencils down.
Let’s check if there are any words with ‘f-u-l’ that have a base you don’t know.
Bagful. What’s the base? (bag) Do you know it? (yes)
Spiteful. What’s the base? (fruit) Do you know it? (yes)
Colorful. What’s the base? (color) Do you know it? (yes)
Forgetful. What’s the base? (forget) Do you know it? (yes)

When ‘f-u-l’ ends a word it is ALWAYS a suffix.
So, is our X column going to be empty, or will it have words? (empty)
Right! It will be empty because ‘f-u-l’ at the end of a word is ALWAYS a suffix!
Write a big X in that column.
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suffix

X

spoonful
purposeful

When the suffix ‘f-u-l’ is added to nouns, the new word is an
Word
Sums

adjective (words that describe nouns).
What is the new word? (adjective)
The suffix ‘f-u-l’ and means full of.
What does ‘f-u-l’ mean? (full of)
For example: truth (noun) becomes truthful (adjective) which means a
full of truth.
Go to the top of the right side page. Copycat me.
T. write: -ful = full of (adj.)
Notice you put a hyphen before the suffix to show it attaches after a
base.
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-ful = full of (adj.)

Complete Word Sums work using the following questioning and routines
for: truthful, fruitful, plentiful, and unmerciful.
Right beneath the definition, draw and label your 4-column chart. T.
direct students to refer to spellings on previous 4-column charts if
needed.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

truthful
(full of truth)

fruitful
(full of fruit
[productive])

plentiful
(yi;
The word is ____________.

full of plenty)

(word)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (If yes)
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not full of mercy)
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Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’? (no)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (change yi)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum.
prefix

___

base

+

+

sum

suffix

=

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________. T. allow wait time.
(word)

A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

-less = without

3.2

Changing Base Rule: yi

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

worthless, selfless
wireless, merciless,
restless, doubtless

‘l-e-s-s’ is our new suffix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 3.2. What are you writing? (3.2)

3.2
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart work using the following procedures and
questioning for: bless, worthless, selfless, unless.
Go to the top of the left side page, draw and label your T-Chart.
suffix

X

bless

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.

(X)

(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

Let’s decide if _______is a suffix in _________.
(suffix)

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover suffix), what is left?
(suffix)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a suffix in _________?
(suffix)

(word)

Write __________ in the suffix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
What word? (word)

worthless

(suffix; without
worth)

selfless

(suffix; without self
[generous])

unless
(X)

(word)
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Word Sums

suffix

X

worthless
selfless

bless
unless

When the suffix ‘l-e-s-s’ is added to nouns, the new word is an

adjective (words that describe nouns) and means without.
What does ‘l-e-s-s’ mean? (without)
For example: power (noun) becomes powerless (adjective) which
means without power.
Go to the top of the right side notebook page. Copycat me.
T. write: -less = without (adj.).
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-less= without (adj.)

3.2

Complete Word Sums work with penniless, merciless, restless, and
doubtless
Right beneath the definition, draw and label your 4-column chart. T.
direct students to refer to spellings on previous 4-column charts if
needed.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

wireless

(yi; without wires)

merciless
(yi; without
mercy)

The word is ____________.
(word)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (no)

restless
(without rest)

doubtless

What’s the base in ___________?

(without doubt)

(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
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falsely, locally, simply,
timely, primarily, ably

Basic
Morphology

-ly = how something is done

3.3

Changing Base Rule: yi, drop–le

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘l-y’ is our new suffix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 3.3. What are you writing? (3.3)

3.3
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart work using the following procedures and
questioning for: falsely, rely, fly, locally.
Go to the top of the left side page; draw and label your T-Chart.
X

suffix

falsely (suffix;
how something is false)

rely
(X)

fly
T. write ___________ outside T-chart.

(X)

(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.

locally

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover suffix), what is left?
(suffix)

(suffix;
how something is local)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a suffix in _________?
(suffix)

(word)

Write __________ in the suffix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)
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Word Sums

suffix

X

falsely
locally

rely
fly

When the suffix ‘l-y’ is added, the new word is an adverb (words
that describe verbs) and means how something is done.
What does ‘l-y’ mean? (how something is done)
For example: frequently means how something is frequent.
Go to the top of the right side page. Copycat me.
T. write: -ly = how something is done (adv.)
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-ly= how something is done (adv.)

Right below the definition, draw and label your 4-column chart.

The word is simply. For example: The problem can be solved
simply. What word? (simply)
The word is simply. Is there a prefix? (no)
What’s the base in simply? (simple)
Write simple in the base column.
Spell after me s-i-m-p-l-e (s-i-m-p-l-e).
What ‘s the base? (simple)
Box

it.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

simple

The word is simply.
Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. (l-y)
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Write ‘l-y’ in the suffix column.
Circle it.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

ly

simple

Check the base and suffix.
T. point to base.
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’? (yes)
This word ends with a ‘silent e’ in a ‘consonant l-e’ pattern.
Here’s an addition to the drop e rule.
When a base ends in ‘consonant l-e’. Repeat. (When a base ends in
‘consonant l-e’)

And you add the suffix ‘l-y’. Repeat. (And you add the suffix ‘l-y’.)
Copycat me.
drop the ‘l-e’. Repeat. (drop the ‘l-e’)
T. slash –le in simple.
Slash it.
prefix

base

simple

sum

suffix

+

ly

Let’s add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you
say and write.
T. touch simple.
simple without e
T. write +.
plus,
T. touch -ly.
‘l-y’,
T. write = simply
equals simply.
prefix

base

simple

sum

suffix

+

ly

=

simply
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What does ‘l-y’ mean? (how something happens)
So what does simply mean? (how something is simple)
Let’s use simply in a sentence. I’ll go first: That band is simply the
greatest.
Everyone, think of a sentence using simply. T. allow wait time.
B’s tell A’s your sentence.

Complete Word Sums work with simply, timely, primarily, and ably.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

simply

The word is ____________.

(drop –le;

(word)

how something is simple)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

timely
(how something is at a
useful time)

Is there a prefix? (no)
What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?

primarily (yi;
how something is primary))

ably
(drop –le;
how something is able)

(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Is the silent ‘e’ in a ‘consonant l-e’ pattern?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop -le)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (change yi)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
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Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

sum

suffix

+

=

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

3.4
Intro

calmness,
fierceness,
openness,
Changing Base Rule: yi
unhappiness,
illness, uniqueness
T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

-ness = condition of

‘n-e-s-s’ is our new suffix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 3.4. What are you writing? (3.4)

3.4
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart work for lioness, calmness, harness and
fierceness.
Go to the top of the left side page; draw and label your T-Chart.

lioness
(X)

calmness
(suffix;

X

suffix

condition of being
calm)

harness

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.

(X)

(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

Let’s decide if _______is a suffix in _________.
(suffix)

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover suffix), what is left?

fierceness
(suffix;
condition of being
fierce)

(suffix)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a suffix in _________?
(suffix)

(word)

Write __________ in the suffix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)
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suffix

X

calmness
fierceness

Word Sums

lioness
harness

When the suffix ‘n-e-s-s’ is added to adjectives, the new word is a

noun. What is the new word? (noun)
‘n-e-s-s‘ means condition of. What does ‘n-e-s-s’ mean? (condition of)
For example, happy (adjective) becomes happiness (noun) and
means the condition of being happy.
Go to the top of your right side notebook page. Copycat me.
T. write: -ness = condition of (noun)
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-ness= condition of (noun)

openness
Complete Word Sums work with openness, unhappiness, illness,
and uniqueness using the following procedures and questioning.

(condition of being
open [unrestricted])

unhappiness
prefix

base

suffix

sum

Right below the definition draw and label your 4-column chart.
The word is ____________.

(yi; (condition of
being not kind)

illness
(condition of being ill)

uniqueness

(word)

(condition of being
unique)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (If yes)
Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
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(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

it.

Circle

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’? (no)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (change yi)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

suffix

+

sum

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)
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Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

-able = able to

testable, supportable,
unstoppable,
uncomfortable,
verifiable,
adorable

3.5

Changing Base Rule: doubling, drop e, yi

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘a-b-l-e’ is our new suffix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the lower right corner write our lesson number: 3.5. What are you writing? (3.5)
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and
questioning with: table, testable, fable, and supportable.
Go to the top of the left side page, draw and label your T-Chart.
suffix

X

table
T. write ___________ outside T-chart.

(X)

This word is __________. Repeat.

testable

(word)

(word)

Let’s decide if _______is a suffix in _________.
(suffix)

(suffix; able to be tested)

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover suffix), what is left?
(suffix)

fable
(X)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a suffix in _________?
(suffix)

(word)

Write __________ in the suffix/X column. What word? (word)

supportable

(suffix; able to be
supported)

(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)
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suffix

X

testable
supportable

Word Sums

table
fable

When the suffix ‘a-b-l-e’ is added to verbs, the new word is an

adjective (descriptive words).
The suffix ‘a-b-l-e’ means able to. What does a-b-l-e’ mean?
(able to)

For example, understand (verb) becomes understandable
(adjective) which means able to be understood.
Go to the top of your right side notebook page. Copycat me.
T. write: -able = able to (adj.)
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-able = able to (adj.)

Complete Word Sums with the following questioning for:
unstoppable, uncomfortable, verifiable, and adorable.
Right beneath the definition, draw and label your 4-column chart.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

The word is ____________.

unstoppable

(double; not able to be
stopped)

uncomfortable (not

(word)

For example: ______________________________________.

able to be comforted)

(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (If yes)
Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
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(yi; able to be verified)

adorable

(drop e; able to be adored
[inspires adoration])
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(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle it.
Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop e)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (change yi)
Is the base 1:1:1?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (double)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say
and write.
prefix

___
__

base

+

+

sum

suffix

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
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What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s .
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Basic
Morphology

pre- = before

preschool, premix, preplanned,
pretesting, preheated, preoccupied

4.1

Changing Base Rule : Doubling, yi

Intro

T. forms partners, assign roles (A/B). T. models on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘p-r-e’ is our new prefix.

Prefixes are morphemes attached in front of a base.
Where are prefixes attached? (to the front of a base)
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 4.1. What are you writing? (4.1)

4.1
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: preach, preschool, pretty, and premix.

preach
(X)

Draw a T-Chart.
prefix

preschool

X

(prefix; before
school)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

pretty
(X)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

premix

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

Is this a base you know?

(prefix; before you
mix)

Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)
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Word Sums

prefix

X

preschool
premix

preach
pretty

The prefix ‘p-r-e’ means before. What does ‘p-r-e’ mean? (before)
For example: preview means to view before.
Go to the top of the right side page. Copycat me.
T. write: pre- = before
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
pre- = before

Complete Word Sums using the following questioning with:
preplanned, pretesting, preheated, preoccupied.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

preplanned
(double, before
you plan, before)

pretesting
(before you test, now)

The word is ____________.
(word)

preheated

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (If yes)
Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

Underline it.

(before you heat,
before)

preoccupied
(yi;
before you occupy,
before)

What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
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Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’? (no)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (change yi)
Is the base 1:1:1?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (double)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

+

sum

suffix

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes
T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

de-= removal of/reversal of

degrade, defuse, declaw,
deforested, decoding, dethrone

4.2

Changing Base Rule: Drop e

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘d-e’ is our new prefix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 4.2. What are you writing? (4.2)

4.2
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: deny, degrade, dentist, and defuse.

deny

Draw your T-Chart.

(X)
X

prefix

degrade
(prefix;
reverse the grade

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.

[deteriorate])

dentist

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?

(X)

(prefix)

Is this a base you know?

defuse

Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

(prefix;
reverse the fuse)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

prefix
degrade
defuse

X
deny
dentist
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Word Sums

The prefix ‘d-e’ means removal of or reversal of. What does ‘d-e’
mean? (removal of/reversal of)
For example: defrost means to remove frost.
Go to the top of the right side page. Copycat me.
T. write: de- = removal of, reversal of
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
de- = removal of, reversal of

Complete Word Sums using the following questioning with: declaw,
deforested, decoding, dethrone.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

declaw
(remove the claw)

deforested
(remove the forest
before)

The word is ____________.

decoding

(word)

For example: ______________________________________.

(drop e; reverse
the code, now)

(sentence)

dethrone

Is there a prefix? (If yes)

(remove the throne)

Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (If yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)
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Circle it.
Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop e)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

base

+

+

___

sum

suffix

=

Words with prefixes
T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes
T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________. T. allow wait time.
(word)

A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

in- = in, on, toward

inscribe, imprison, imprinted,
incoming, impresses, indebted

4.3

Assimilated Prefix: im- before ‘b, m, p’

(all words with il- have Latin root/bound
morpheme rather than a base/free morpheme,
so not included)

Intro

Changing Base Rule : Drop e
T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘i-n’ is our new prefix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 4.3. What are you writing? (4.3)

4.3
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning for:
inscribe, inch, imprison, and inn.

inscribe
(prefix;

Draw your T-Chart.

scribe [ write] on)

X

prefix

inch
(X)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.

imprison
(prefix;

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?

put in prison)

(prefix)

Is this a base you know?

inn

Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(X)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

prefix
Inscribe
imprison

X
inch
inn
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Word Sums

The prefix ‘i-n’ means in, on, or toward. What does ‘i-n’ mean? (in, on,
or toward)

For example: inland means toward the land.
The spelling of this prefix can change to make words easier to
pronounce.
*spelled im- if the base begins with b, m, or p.

Go to the top of the right side page. Copycat me.
T. write: in-= in, on, toward
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
in- = in, on, toward

Complete Word Sums using the following questioning with: imprinted,
incoming, impresses, indebted
prefix

.

suffix

base

imprinted
sum

(drop e;
print on [memory],
before)

incoming

The word is ____________.

(drop e;

(word)

come in, now)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (If yes)
Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.

impresses
(press in [apply
pressure on,
generating respect],
now)

(prefix)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?

indebted
(in debt, before)

(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)
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Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop ‘e’)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

sum

suffix

base

+

+

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes
T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________. T. allow wait time.
(word)

A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

4.4
Intro

transaction,
transcultural,
transpacific,
Changing Base Rule : Drop e
transplanted,
transportable,
transformer
T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

trans- = across

‘t-r-a-n-s’ is our new prefix.

Prefixes are morphemes attached in front of a base.
Where are prefixes attached? (to the front of a base)
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 4.4.
What are you writing? (4.4)

4.4
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart work using the following procedures and
questioning for: transaction and transcultural.

transaction
(prefix;
action across

Draw your T-Chart.

[people/things]

X

prefix

)

transcultural
(prefix;

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.

across cultural things

(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)
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)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

We aren’t going to check other words because t-r-a-n-s is often
attached to Latin roots rather than base words, but it is always a
prefix.
Write a big X in the X column.
prefix

X

transaction
transcultural
Word Sums

The prefix ‘t-r-a-n-s’ means across or through. What does ‘t-r-a-ns’ mean? (across or through)
For example: transatlantic means crossing the Atlantic Ocean.
Go to the top of the right side page.
T. write trans- = across, through.
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
trans = across, through

Complete Word Sums work using the following routines and
questioning for: transpacific, transplanted, transportable, and
transformer.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

transpacific
(across Pacific)

The word is ____________.

transplanted

(word)

(plant across [organs,
locations], before)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)
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Is there a prefix? (If yes)

transportable

Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.

(able to port [carry]
across)

(prefix)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?

transformer

(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?

(one who/that which is
through another form
[person who changes
forms] animated
characters; energy
transfer center)

(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’? (no)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

suffix

base

+

+

sum

=

_____

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)
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T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

4.5
Intro

semicircle,
semiarid,
semisweet,
Changing Base Rule : none
semicolon,
semidarkness,
semiannually
T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

semi- = half

‘s-e-m-i’ is our new prefix.

Prefixes are morphemes attached in front of a base.
Where are prefixes attached? (to the front of a base)
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 4.5. What are you writing? (4.5)

4.5
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart work using the following procedures and
questioning for: semicircle, seminar, semiarid, and seminary.
Draw your T-Chart.
semi- = half
prefix

semicircle
(prefix;
half circle)

seminar
(X)

X

semiarid
T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.

(prefix;

half arid [dry])

seminary

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?

(X)

(prefix)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
What word? (word)

(word)
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semi- = half
prefix

X

semicircle
semiarid
Word Sums

seminar
seminary

The prefix ‘s-e-m-i’ means half. What does ‘s-e-m-i’ mean? (half)
For example: a semifinal is halfway to the final [round of
competition].
Go to the top of the right side page. Copycat me.
T. write semi- = half.
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.

Complete Word Sums work with: semisweet, semicolon,
semidarkness, semiannually.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

semisweet
(half sweet)

The word is ____________.
(word)

semicolon
For example: ______________________________________.

(half colon)

(sentence)

semidarkness

Is there a prefix? (If yes)
Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

Underline it.

(condition of half dark)

semiannually
(how something is half
annual [yearly])

What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

4.5
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2

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’? (no)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___
__

base

=

+

+

sum

suffix

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

-er = more/one who

greener, thinker
prettier, spinner,
disbeliever,
coder

5.1

Changing Base Rule: Doubling, Drop e, yi

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘e-r’ is our new suffix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 5.1. What are you writing? (5.1)

5.1
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: alter, greener, character, and thinker.

alter
(X)

Draw your T-Chart.

-er = more(adj.), one who (noun)
suffix
X

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

greener
(suffix; more
green)

character
(X)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

thinker

If I remove_______ (T. cover suffix), what is left?
(suffix)

(suffix; one who
thinks)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a suffix in _________?
(suffix)

(word)

Write __________ in the suffix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)
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-er = more (adj.), one who (noun)
suffix

X

greener
thinker
Word Sums

alter
character

When the suffix ‘e-r’ is added to an adjective the new word is also
an adjective.

prettier

What is ‘e-r’ added to? (adjectives)

more pretty)

When the suffix ‘e-r’ is added to an adjective it means more.

spinner

What does ‘e-r’ mean when added to an adjective? (more)

one who spins)

For example: sweeter means more sweet.

disbeliever

(yi;

Go to the top of the right side page. Copycat me.

(double;

(drop e;
one who does not
believe)

T. write: -er = more (adj.)
When the suffix ‘e-r’ is added to a verb, the word becomes a noun.
What does it become? (noun)

coder
(drop e;
one who codes)

‘e-r’ means one who. What does ‘e-r’ mean? (one who)
For example: teacher is one who teaches.
Let’s add to our definition. Copycat me.
T. write: one who (noun)
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-er = more (adj.), one who (noun)

Complete Word Sums with the following questioning for: prettier,
spinner, disbeliever, and coder.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

The word is ____________.
(word)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (If yes)
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Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle it.
Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop e)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (change yi)
Is the base 1:1:1?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do?
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

suffix

+

sum

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
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What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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highest, wildest,
biggest, easiest, rarest,
briefest

Basic
Morphology

-est = most

5.2

Changing Base Rule: doubling, drop e, yi

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘e-s-t’ is our new suffix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 5.2. What are you writing? (5.2)

5.2
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: highest, wildest, suggest, and test.

highest

Draw your T-chart.

(suffix; most high)

-est = most
X

suffix

wildest
(suffix; most wild)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

quest
(X)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover suffix), what is left?
(suffix)

suggest
(X)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a suffix in _________?
(suffix)

(word)

Write __________ in the suffix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

-est = most
suffix

X

highest
wildest

quest
suggest
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Word Sums

The suffix ‘e-s-t’ is added to adjectives and the new word is
also an adjective.
What is ‘e-s-t’ added to? (adjectives)
‘e-s-t’ means most. What does ‘e-s-t’ mean? (most)
Go to the top of the right side page. Copycat me.
T. write: -est = most
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-est = most

Complete Word Sums with the following questioning for: biggest,
easiest, rarest, and briefest.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

biggest
(double; most big)

easiest

The word is ____________.

(yi; most easy)

(word)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (no)

rarest
(drop e; most rare)

briefest

What’s the base in ___________?

(most brief)

(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.
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Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop ‘e’)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (change yi)
Is the base 1:1:1?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (double)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

suffix

+

sum

=

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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mighty, flashy, blurry,
unruly, hasty,
dishonesty

Basic
Morphology

-y = characterized by

5.3

Changing Base Rule: doubling, drop e, yi

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘y’ is our new suffix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 5.3. What are you writing? (5.3)

5.3
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: mighty, clumsy, body, and flashy.

mighty
(suffix;
characterized by might
[strength])

Draw your T-Chart.
suffix

-y = characterized by
X

clumsy
(X)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

body
(X)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover suffix), what is left?
(suffix)

flashy
(suffix;
characterized by flash)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a suffix in _________?
(suffix)

(word)

Write __________ in the suffix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

-y = characterized by
suffix
X
mighty
clumsy
flashy
body
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Word Sums

When the suffix ‘y’ is added, the new word is an adjective.
Where is the suffix ‘y’ added? (adjectives)
‘y’ means characterized by, or like. What does ‘y’ mean?
(characterized by)

For example: cloudy means characterized by clouds.
Go to the top of the right side page. Copycat me.
T. write: -y = characterized by
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-y = characterized by

Complete Word Sums with the following questioning for: blurry,
unruly, hasty, and dishonesty.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

blurry
The word is ____________.

(double;

(word)

characterized by blur)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

unruly
(drop e;

Is there a prefix? (If yes)
Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.

not characterized by rule)

(prefix)

hasty

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?

(drop e;
characterized by haste)

(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?

dishonesty
(not having characteristic
of being honest)

(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)
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Circle it.

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a silent ‘e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do?
Does the base end in consonant ‘y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do?
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

sum

suffix

+

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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regularity, majority,
equality, seniority,
security, validity

Basic
Morphology

-ity = state of

5.4

Changing Base Rule: Drop e

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘i-t-y’ is our new suffix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 5.4. What are you writing? (5.4)

5.4
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: regularity, city, majority, and pity.

regularity
(suffix; state of being
regular)

Draw your T-chart.

city
X

suffix

(X)

majority
T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

(suffix; state of being
major [main/most])

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover suffix), what is left?
(suffix)

pity
(X)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a suffix in _________?
(suffix)

(word)

Write __________ in the suffix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

So what does ____________ mean?
(word)

suffix

X

regularity
majority

city
pity
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Word Sums

When the suffix ‘i-t-y’ is added to adjectives, the new word is a

noun.
What is the new word? (noun)
‘i-t-y’ means state of. What does ‘i-t-y’ mean? (state of)
For example: authenticity is the state of being authentic [real].
Go to the top of your right side notebook page. Copycat me.
T. write: -ity = state of
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-ity = state of (noun)

Complete Word Sums with the following questioning for: equality,
seniority, security, and validity.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

equality

The word is ____________.

(state of being equal)

(word)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (no)

seniority
(state of being senior)

security

What’s the base in ___________?

(drop e;
state of being secure)

(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

validity
(state of being valid)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)
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Circle

it.

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’? (no)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

suffix

sum

=

+

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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babyish, foolish,
stylish, unselfish,
sluggish, bookish

Basic
Morphology

-ish = origin, nature, quality of

5.5

Changing Base Rule: doubling, drop e

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘i-s-h’ is our new suffix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the lower right corner write our lesson number: 5.5. What are we writing? (5.5)

5.5
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: babyish, relish, polish, and foolish.

babyish

Draw your T-chart.

*note yi exception, only
English word with 2 ‘i’s in a
row is skiing

(suffix;

X

suffix

qualities of a baby)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

relish
(X)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

polish

If I remove_______ (T. cover suffix), what is left?
(suffix)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a suffix in _________?
(suffix)

(word)

Write __________ in the suffix/X column. What word? (word)

(X)

foolish
(suffix;
qualities of a fool)

(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

suffix

X

babyish
foolish

relish
polish
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When the suffix ‘i-s-h’ is added to nouns, the new word is an

adjective.
What is the new word? (adjective)
The suffix ‘i-s-h’ means origin or quality of.
What does ‘i-s-h’ mean? (origin, quality of)
For example: childish means the quality of a child.
Go to the top of your right side notebook page. Copycat me.
T. write: -ish = origin, nature, quality of (adj.)
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-ish = origin, quality of (adj.)

Complete Word Sums with the following questioning for: stylish,
unselfish, sluggish, and bookish.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

stylish
(drop e;
qualities of style)

The word is ____________.
(word)

unselfish

For example: ______________________________________.

(not originating in the self)

(sentence)

sluggish

Is there a prefix? (If yes)

(double;

Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.

qualities of a slug)

(prefix)

Underline it.

bookish

What’s the base in ___________?

(of the quality of books)

(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)
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Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop e)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (double)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

+

sum

suffix

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

super- = above

superpower, supersize,
supermarket, supercomputer,
superstar, superhuman

6.1

Changing Base Rule : Drop e

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘s-u-p-e-r’ is our new prefix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 6.1. What are you writing? (6.1)

6.1
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: superpower, superior, supersize, and super.

superpower
(prefix;

Draw a T-Chart.

above [more than] other
powers)

X

prefix

superior
(X)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

supersize
(prefix;

This word is __________. Repeat.

above [regular] size)

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

super
(X)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

prefix

X

superpower
supersize

superior
super
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Word Sums

The prefix ‘s-u-p-e-r’ means above.
What does ‘s-u-p-e-r’ mean? (above)
For example: A superhero, is a hero above [greater than] other
heroes.
Go to the top of your right side notebook page. Copycat me.
T. write: super- = above
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
super- = above

Complete Word Sums using the following questioning with:
supermarket, supercomputer, superstar, superhuman.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

supermarket
(above [other] markets)
The word is ____________.
(word)

supercomputer

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

(drop e;
super.comput.er,
above [other] things that
compute)

Is there a prefix? (If yes)
Spell it. Write ________ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

superstar
(above [other] stars)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

superhuman
(above [other] humans)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
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Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle it.
Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a silent ‘e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop ‘e’)
Does the base end in consonant ‘y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

suffix

+

+

sum

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

in- = not

6.2

Assimilated prefix: il-, im-, ir*spelled il- if base starts with ‘l’, spelled im- if base starts with ‘m’, spelled ir- if base
starts with r.

incomplete,
impossible, illegal,
irregular,
immeasurable,
invariable,

Changing Base Rule : Drop e, yi

Intro

T. forms partners, assign roles (A/B). T. models on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

You are going to learn another meaning for the prefix ‘i-n’.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 6.2. What are you writing? (6.2)

6.2
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: inn, ink, impossible, and incomplete.

inn

Draw a T-Chart.

ink

(X)

(X)
prefix

X

impossible
(prefix;
not possible)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

incomplete
(prefix;

This word is __________. Repeat.

not complete)

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)
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Word Sums

prefix

X

impossible
incomplete

inn
ink

You already learned that the prefix ‘i-n’ can mean in, on or,
toward. It can also mean not.
What is our new meaning for ‘i-n’? (not)
For example: incomplete means not complete.
Remember, the spelling of this prefix can change to make words
easier to pronounce.
*spelled il- if base starts with ‘l’, spelled im- if base starts with ‘m’, spelled ir- if base starts
with r.

Go to the top left page. Copycat me.
T. write: in- = not
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
in- = not

Complete Word Sums using the following questioning with: illegal,
irregular, immeasurable, and invariable.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

illegal

The word is ____________.

(not legal)

(word)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

irregular
(not regular)

Is there a prefix? (yes)
Write ________ in the prefix column.

immeasurable
(drop e;
not able to be measured)

(prefix)

Spell after me _______________.
(prefix)

Underline it.

invariable
(yi;

What’s the base in ___________?

not able to vary)

(word)
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Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop e)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (change yi)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

sum

suffix

+

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes
T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)
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Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

sub- = below, secondary

submarine, subway, subdivide,
subsoil, subgroup, subplot

6.3

Changing Base Rule : None

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘s-u-b’ is our new prefix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 6.3. What are you writing? (6.3)

6.3
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: subplot, subdivide, substitute, and substance.

subplot
(prefix; secondary

Draw a T-Chart.

plot [storyline])

X

prefix

subdivide
(prefix; secondary
divide/division)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.

substitute
(X)

(word)

What word? (word)

substance

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?

(X)

(prefix)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

prefix

X

subplot
subdivide

substitute
substance
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Word Sums

The prefix ‘s-u-b’ means below or secondary.
What does ‘s-u-b’ mean? (below/secondary)
For example: subsoil is a layer of soil below the surface.
Go to the top left side page. Copycat me.
T. write: sub- = below, secondary
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
sub- = below, secondary

Complete Word Sums using the following questioning with: subway,
submarine, subgroup, subscribes.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

subway
(the way that is under)

submarine

The word is ____________.

(under surface of sea)

(word)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

subgroup

Is there a prefix? (no)

(secondary group)

What’s the base in ___________?

(to
write/scribe “under” [on
contracts], now)

(word)

subscribes

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.

Add it up. Touch each word part as you say and write.
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prefix

___

+

sum

suffix

base

+

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’? (no)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and write.
prefix

___

base

+

+

sum

suffix

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________. T. allow wait
time.
(word)

A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

anti- = opposite/against

antianxiety, antipoverty, antisocial,
antibodies, antifreeze, antihero

6.4

Changing Base Rule : yi

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘a-n-t-i’ is our new prefix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 6.4. What are you writing? (6.4)

6.4
The prefix ‘a-n-t-i’ means opposite or against.
What does ‘a-n-t-i’ mean? (opposite/against)
For example: anti-war means against war.
Go to the top left side page. Copycat me.
T. write: anti- = opposite, against
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
Remember, ‘a-n-t-i’ means against.
anti- = opposite, against

T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: antianxiety, antipoverty, antique, antic.

antianxiety
(prefix;
[works] against
anxiety)

Draw a T-Chart.
anti- = opposite, against
prefix

X

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.

antipoverty
(prefix; works
against poverty)

antique
(X)

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)
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Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

anti- = opposite, against

Word Sums

prefix

X

antianxiety
antipoverty

antique
antic

Complete Word Sums using the following questioning with:
antisocial, antibodies, antifreeze, and antihero.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

The word is ____________.
(word)

antisocial

For example: ______________________________________.

(against being social)

(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
Write ________ in the base column.

antibodies
(yi add -es;

against [foreign] body,
more than one)

antifreeze
(against freezing)

(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
Box it.

antihero
(opposite of heroic
qualities)

The word is ______________.
Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)
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Circle it.
Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’? (no)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (change yi)
Since the suffix is ‘s’ what else do you add? (e)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

+

sum

suffix

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes
T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

inter- = between

intersection, international,
interweave, internet, interstate,
interlocks, intertwining

6.5

Changing Base Rule : Drop e

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘i-n-t-e-r’ is our new prefix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 6.5. What are you writing? (6.5)

6.5
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: international, interweave, interior, and intern.
Draw a T-Chart.
prefix

X

international
(prefix;
T. write ___________ outside T-chart.

between nations)

(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.

interweave

(word)

(prefix;
If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.

weave between)

interior
(X)

intern
(X)

(word)

What word? (word)

prefix
international
interweave

X
interior
intern
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Word Sums

The prefix ‘i-n-t-e-r’ means between.
What does ‘i-n-t-e-r’ mean? (between)
For example: An intersection is the section where two roads cross
between each other.
Go to the top right side page. Copycat me.
T. write: inter- = between
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
inter- = between

Complete Word Sums using the following questioning with: internet,
interstate, interlocks, intertwining.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

internet
(between the
net[works])

The word is ____________.
(word)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (yes)

interstate
(between states)

Spell it. Write ______ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

interlocks
(lock between,now)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

Write ________ in the base column.

intertwining
(drop e;
twine between, now)

(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
Box

(base)

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)
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Circle it.
Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop e)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

suffix

+

+

sum

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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shorten, frighten,
lighten, frozen,
forgotten, sharpen

Basic
Morphology

-en = to make or become

7.1

Changing Base Rule: doubling, drop e

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘e-n’ is our new suffix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 7.1. What are you writing? (7.1)

7.1
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: queen, even, shorten, and frighten.
Draw your T-Chart.

queen
(X)

even
(X)

X

suffix

shorten
T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

(suffix;
to make short)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover suffix), what is left?
(suffix)

frighten
(suffix;
to make fright)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a suffix in _________?
(suffix)

(word)

Write __________ in the suffix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

suffix

X

shorten
frighten

queen
even
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Word Sums

When the suffix ‘e-n’ is added to adjectives, the new word is
also an adjective.
What is the new word? (adjective)
The suffix ‘e-n’ means to make or become.
What does ‘e-n’ mean? (to make/become)
For example: soften means to make soft.
Go to the top of the right side page. Copycat me.
T. write: -en = make, become (adj.)
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-en = make, become (adj.)

Complete Word Sums with the following questioning for: lighten,
frozen, forgotten, and sharpen.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

lighten
(to make/become light)

The word is ____________.
(word)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

frozen
(drop e; to become to
freeze)

Is there a prefix? (no)
What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

Write ________ in the base column.

forgotten
(double; to become to
forget)

(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

sharpen
(to make sharp)

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
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Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle it.
Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a silent ‘e’?
(If yes) Is the silent ‘e’ in a consonant ‘l-e’ syllable?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop -le)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do?
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

suffix

+

+

sum

=

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

7.2
Intro

statement, enrollment,
disagreement,
misplacement,
Changing Base Rule: none
mistreatment,
rearrangement
T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

-ment = act of, state of

‘m-e-n-t’ is our new suffix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 7.2. What are you writing? (7.2)

7.2
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: statement, enrollment, astonishment, lament.

statement

Draw your T-Chart.

(suffix; result of stating)

enrollment

X

suffix

(suffix; result of
enrolling)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

astonishment

This word is __________. Repeat.

(suffix; result of being
astonished)

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover suffix), what is left?
(suffix)

lament

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a suffix in _________?
(suffix)

(X)

(word)

Write __________ in the suffix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

suffix

statement
enrollment
astonishment

X

lament
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When the suffix ‘m-e-n-t’ is added to a verb, the new word is a

noun.
What is the new word? (noun)
The suffix ‘m-e-n-t’ means act of or state of.
What does ‘m-e-n-t’ mean? (result of)
For example: a measurement is the result of measuring something.
Go to the top of your right side notebook page. Copycat me.
T. write: -ment = result of (noun)
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-ment = result of (noun)

Complete Word Sums with the following questioning for:
disagreement, misplacement, mistreatment, and rearrangement.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

disagreement
(result of not agreeing)

misplacement

The word is ____________.
(word)

(result of placing wrong)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

mistreatment
(result of treating badly)

rearrangement
(result of arranging again)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
Box it.
The word is ______________.
(word)
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Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a silent ‘e’? (no)
Does the base end in consonant ‘y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

sum

suffix

+

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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awesome, quarrelsome,
bothersome, worrisome,
unwholesome, burdensome,
tiresome

Basic
Morphology

-some = full of, characterized by, causing

7.3

Changing Base Rule: yi

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘s-o-m-e’ is our new suffix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 7.3. What are we writing? (7.3)

7.3
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and
questioning for: some, awesome, quarrelsome, and
bothersome.

some
(X)

Draw your T-Chart.

awesome

X

suffix

(suffix; full of/filled with awe)

quarrelsome
T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.

(suffix; characterized by
quarreling)

bothersome

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover suffix), what is left?

(suffix; causing bother)

(suffix)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a suffix in _________?
(suffix)

(word)

Write __________ in the suffix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)
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suffix

X

awesome
quarrelsome
bothersome
Word Sums

some

When the suffix ‘s-o-m-e’ is added to a verb, the new word
is an adjective.
What is the new word? (adjective)
The suffix ‘s-o-m-e’ means full of or characterized by or
causing.
What does ‘s-o-m-e’ mean? (full of/characterized by/causing)

worrisome
(yi; full of worry)

For example: troublesome means characterized by trouble.
Go to the top of your right notebook page. Copycat me.
T. write: -some = full of, characterized by, causing

unwholesome
(not characterize by being whole)

burdensome
(full of burden)

Underline it.

tiresome

Check your work with your partner.

(causing to tire)

-some= full of, characterized by/causing (adj.)

Complete Word Sums with the following questioning for:
worrisome, unwholesome, burdensome, and tiresome.
prefix

base

suffix

sum

The word is ____________.
(word)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
(word)
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Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

it.

Circle

Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a silent ‘e’? (no)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’?
(If yes) What do we have to do? (change yi)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you
say and write.
prefix

___

suffix

base

+

+

sum

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence. *T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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action, possession,
direction, animation,
expression, education

Basic
Morphology

-ion = state of/result of

7.4

Changing Base Rule: Drop e

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘i-o-n’ is our new suffix.
*T. see Glossary for spelling rule related to –ion.

Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 7.4. What are you writing? (7.4)

7.4
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: action, ion, possession, lion.

action
Draw your T-Chart.

(suffix;
result of an act)

X

suffix

ion
(X)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

possession

If I remove_______ (T. cover suffix), what is left?
(suffix)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a suffix in _________?
(suffix)

(word)

Write __________ in the suffix/X column. What word? (word)

(suffix; state of
possessing)

lion
(X)

(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

suffix

action
possession

X

ion
lion
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Word Sums

When the suffix ‘i-o-n’ is added to verbs, the new word is a

noun.
What is the new word? (noun)
The suffix ‘i-o-n’ means state of or result of.
What does ‘i-o-n’ mean? (act of/state of)
For example: a discussion is the act of discussing.
What does ‘i-o-n’ mean? (act of/state of)
Go to the top of the right side page. Copycat me.
T. write: -ion= state of, result of (noun)
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-ion = state of, result of (noun)

Complete Word Sums with the following questioning for: direction,
animation, expression, and education.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

direction
(state of directing)

The word is ____________.

animation

(word)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

(drop e; result of
animating)

Is there a prefix? (If yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

expression
(ex.press.ion, state of
pressing out
[ideas/emotions])

education
(drop e; result of
educating)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)
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Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle it.
Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a silent ‘e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop e)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

base

+

___

suffix

+

sum

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

-al = relating to

autumnal, intertribal
cultural,
supernatural,
signal, impersonal

7.5

Changing Base Rule: drop e

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘a-l’ is our new suffix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 7.5. What are you writing? (7.5)

7.5
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: goal, autumnal, intertribal, and real.

goal
(X)

Draw your T-Chart.

autumnal

X

suffix

(suffix;
relating to autumn)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

intertribal
(suffix;

This word is __________. Repeat.

relating to between tribes)

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover suffix), what is left?
(suffix)

real
(X)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a suffix in _________?
(suffix)

(word)

Write __________ in the suffix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

suffix

X

signal
natural

goal
real
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Word Sums

When the suffix ‘a-l’ is added, the new word is usually an

adjective.
What is the new word? (adjective)
The suffix ‘a-l’ means relating to.
What does ‘a-l’ mean? (relating to)
For example: seasonal is something that has the character of the
season [Christmas tress].
Go to the top of your right page. Copycat me.
T. write: -al = relating to (adj.)
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
-al = relating to (adj.)

Complete Word Sums with the following questioning for: cultural,
supernatural, signal, and impersonal.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

cultural
(drop e;
relating to culture)

The word is ____________.

supernatural

(word)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

(drop e; relating to
things above [beyond]
nature)

signal
(relating to signs)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

Write ________ in the base column.

impersonal
(not relating to a particular
person)

(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)
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Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle it.
Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop e)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

base

+

___

suffix

+

sum

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

fore- = before, in front

foresight, forefather, forewarned,
foreground, foreshadow, foreword

8.1

Changing Base Rule: none

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘f-o-r-e’ is our new prefix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 8.1. What are you writing? (8.1)

8.1
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: foresight, fore, foreign, and forefather.
Draw a T-Chart.

foresight
(prefix;

X

prefix

before sight
[understand/’see’ before])

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

fore
(X)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

foreign

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?

(X)

(prefix)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)

forefather
(prefix;
before the father)

(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

prefix

X

foresight
forefather

fore
foreign
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Word Sums

The prefix ‘f-o-r-e’ means before or in front.
What does ‘f-o-r-e’ mean? (to)
For example: the forehead is the front of the head.
Go to the top right page. Copycat me.
T. write: fore- = before, in front
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
Remember, ‘f-o-r-e’ means before, in front.
fore- = before, in front

Complete Word Sums using the following questioning with:
forewarned, foreground, foreshadowing, and foreword.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

forewarned
(warn before, before)

The word is ____________.

foreground

(word)

For example: ______________________________________.

(ground in front [in a
picture])

(sentence)

foreshadowing

Is there a prefix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the prefix column.

(shadow
[indication/warning]
before, now)

(prefix)

Underline it.

foreword

What’s the base in ___________?

(words before [a story])

(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (If yes)
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Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle it.
Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop ‘e’)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

sum

suffix

+

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

mid- = middle

midlife, midweek, midpoint,
midterms, midfielder, midsized,
midday

8.2

Changing Base Rule: Drop e

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘m-i-d’ is our new prefix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the lower right corner write our lesson number: 8.2. What are you writing? (8.2)

8.2
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: midst, midlife, midweek, midpoint, and middle.

midst

Draw a T-Chart.

(X)
X

prefix

midlife
(prefix;
middle life)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.

midweek
(prefix;

(word)

middle week)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
What word? (word)

midlife
midweek

(prefix;
middle point)

middle
(X)

(word)

prefix

midpoint

X
midst
middle
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Word Sums

The prefix ‘m-i-d’ means middle.
What does ‘m-i-d’ mean? (middle)
For example: Midnight is the middle of the night.
Go to the top right page. Copycat me.
T. write: mid- = middle
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
mid- = middle

Complete Word Sums using the following questioning with: midterms,
midfielder, midsized, midday.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

midterms

The word is ____________.
(word)

(more than one
middle term)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

midfielder

Is there a prefix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the prefix column.

(one who is in the
middle field)

(prefix)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

midsized
(drop e;
middle size, before)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

midday
(middle day)

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)
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Circle it.
Check the base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop e)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

sum

suffix

+

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

non- = not

8.3

Changing Base Rule : Drop e

Intro

nondairy, nonfiction, nonsense,
nonfat, nonviolently, nonpolluting,
nonstick

T. forms partners, assign roles (A/B). T. models on whiteboard, students write in notebook.
‘n-o-n’ is our new prefix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 8.3. What are you writing? (8.3)

8.3
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: none, nondairy, nonfiction, and nonsense.
Draw a T-Chart.

none
(X)

X

prefix

nondairy
(prefix;
not dairy)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.

nonfiction
(prefix;
not fiction)

(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

Is this a base you know?

nonsense
(prefix;
not sense)

Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

For prefix words
What does _________ mean?
(prefix)

So what does ____________ mean?
(word)

Draw a T-Chart.
prefix

X
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T. write ___________ outside T-chart.
(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

For prefix words
What does _________ mean?
(prefix)

So what does ____________ mean?
(word)

prefix
nondairy
nonfiction
nonsense

Word Sums

X
none

The prefix ‘n-o-n’ means not.
What does ‘n-o-n’ mean? (not)
For example: A nonstop flight is a flight that does not stop [until its
final destination].
Go to the top right page. Copycat me.
T. write: non- = not
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
non- = not
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Complete Word Sums using the following questioning with: nonfat,
nonviolently, nonpolluting, nonstick
prefix

sum

suffix

base

nonfat
(not fat)

The word is ____________.
(word)

nonviolently

For example: ______________________________________.

(how something is not
violent)

(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (yes)

nonpolluting

Spell it. Write ______ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

(drop e;
to not pollute, now)

Underline it.

nonstick

What’s the base in ___________?

(not stick)

(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.

Check the your base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop e)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

___

base

+

suffix

+

sum

=
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Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

en- = into, in, cause to

encircle, embrace, enclosed,
encouragement, endangered,
embodied

8.4

Assimilated prefix: em- before b,n,p
Changing Base Rule : Drop e, yi

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘e-n’ is our new prefix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 8.4. What are you writing? (8.4)

8.4
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: encircle, enter, ember, and embrace.
encircle
(prefix;
Draw a T-Chart.
circle in)
X

prefix

enter
(X)

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.

ember
(X)

(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.
(word)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

embrace
(prefix;

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

brace [hold] in)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

prefix

X

encircle
embrace

enter
ember
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Word Sums

The prefix ‘e-n’ means into, in, or cause to.
What does ‘e-n’ mean? (into, in, or cause to)
The spelling of this prefix can change to make words easier to
pronounce.
*spelled em- if base starts with b/m/p

For example: enable means to cause to be able.
Go to the top of your right side notebook page. Copycat me.
T. write: en- = into, in, cause to
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
en- = into, in, cause to

Complete Word Sums using the following questioning with:
enclosed, encouragement, endangered, embodied.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

enclosed

The word is ____________.

(drop e;

(word)

For example: ______________________________________.
(sentence)

Is there a prefix? (yes)

close in, before)

encouragement
(result of causing courage)

Spell it. Write ______ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

endangered
(cause danger, before)

Underline it.
What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?

embodied
(yi;
in the body [visible
form/body of an idea;
provide a spirit a body],
before)

(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
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Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle

it.

Check the your base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop e)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (change yi)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say
and write.
prefix

___

base

suffix

+

+

sum

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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Basic
Morphology

a- = to

alive, amiss, awaken, avoidable,
asleep, amendment

8.5

Changing Base Rule: Drop e

Intro

T. form partners, assign roles (A/B). T. model on whiteboard, students write in notebook.

‘a’ is our new prefix.
Open your notebooks to the next blank page.
In the far lower right corner write our lesson number: 8.5. What are you writing? (8.5)

8.5
T-Chart

Complete T-Chart using the following procedures and questioning
with: ability, alive, absorb, and amiss.

ability

Draw your T-Chart.

(X)
X

suffix

alive

T. write ___________ outside T-chart.

(prefix;
to live)

(word)

This word is __________. Repeat.

absorb

(word)

(X)

If I remove_______ (T. cover prefix), what is left?
(prefix)

amiss

Is this a base you know?
Then is __________ a prefix in _________?
(prefix)

(prefix;
to miss)

(word)

Write __________ in the prefix/X column. What word? (word)
(word)

Spell after me, _________________.
(word)

What word? (word)

prefix

X

alive
amiss

ability
absorb
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Word Sums

The prefix ‘a’ means to.
What does ‘a’ mean? (to)
For example: across means to cross.
Go to the top right page. Copycat me.
T. write: a- = to
Underline it.
Check your work with your partner.
a- = to

Complete Word Sums using the following questioning with: awaken,
avoidable, asleep, amendment.
prefix

suffix

base

sum

awaken
(drop e; to make
wake)

The word is ____________.

avoidable

(word)

For example: ______________________________________.

(able to void [have
nothing to do with])

(sentence)

asleep

Is there a prefix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the prefix column.
(prefix)

(to sleep)

amendment

Underline it.

(the result of to mend)

What’s the base in ___________?
(word)

Write ________ in the base column.
(base)

Spell after me _______________. What’s the base?
(base)

Box

it.

The word is ______________.
(word)

Is there a suffix? (yes)
Spell it. Write ______ in the suffix column.
(suffix)

Circle it.
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Check the your base and suffix.
Does the base end with a ‘silent e’?
(If yes) Are you adding a vowel suffix?
(If yes) What do you have to do? (drop e)
Does the base end in ‘consonant y’? (no)
Is the base 1:1:1? (no)
Add it up and write the sum. Touch each word part as you say and
write.
prefix

base

+

___

suffix

+

sum

=

Words with prefixes

T. point to prefix.
What does _____ mean?
(prefix)

Words with suffixes

T. point to suffix.
What does _____ mean?
(suffix)

T. point to sum.
What does ____________ mean?
(word)

Let’s use _____________ in a sentence.
(word)

I’ll go first: ___________________________________________
(sentence)

Everyone, think of a sentence using _____________.
(word)

T. allow wait time.
A’s tell B’s your sentence.
*T. alternate with B’s tell A’s
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